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H o m e c o m i n g
Top: Singing on the Steps; the bell from the U.S.S. Montana, 
retrieved by the Sigma Chi Fraternity from MSU, is brought 
home for good and dedicated (left); Jessica Kobos is crowned 
Homecoming queen (right).
Some said it was the best Homecoming parade ever.
Meriwether Lewis was even seen marching in it ( left), which 
was appropriate because the theme was “The Discovery 
Continues.'’ The Earth Observing System Education Project won 
fbst place in floats (right). There were tailgate parties galore 
and reunions of every nature.
Right: In the end, there was a pulled-out-of-the-hat victory over 
the Cal State Sacramento Hornets, 24-20.
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(greetings from the f*resident
w
I his issue of the Montanan focuses on the most critical factor in the love and support of its alumni because of success of any university: its teachers. A n institution succeeds when these people.
the students who graduate find that the education they receive pre- I know you will enjoy this opportunity 
pared them well for meaningful and rewarding lives. Research clear- to revisit the campus and get to know more 
ly shows that interactions with excellent and demanding faculty out- about some of the faculty you did not meet 
weigh any other contributing factor. when you studied here. If you wish to share
Students who have attended The University of Montana over the your experiences and perceptions, please
years have enjoyed the benefit of studying and learning under the guid- send them along,
ance of a dedicated and committed faculty. In this issue, you will estab­
lish or renew your acquaintance with several of these dedicated people.
reputation for involving students in learning derives from and rests with 
the willingness of faculty members to engage the students in their own 
passions. And those passions have not attenuated over time, but have 
grown stronger.
I especially appreciated the comments about faculty members whom 
I knew personally during my years as a student in the 1960s. Ruth 
Carrington captured nicely the air of excitement and fascination that 
Leslie Fiedler gave to literature. I also found Ira Lax’s description of 
Jules Karlin in the classroom directly on the mark. Because of die work 
of these distinguished faculty members over the years, generations of 
students have learned and loved and accomplished. UM enjoys the
I read these comments with keen interest. The graduates who wrote 
them attended the University over a considerable period of time. 
Nonetheless, their descriptions of the Montana experience have much 
in common. I believe you will conclude, as I did, that the University’s
George M. Dennison 
President
y^ROUND THE OVAL
C a s t in g  C a l l
Last spring and summer Montana Reper­tory Theatre Director Greg Johnson and 
media arts Professor James Kriley were look­
ing for the lead actress for the Rep’s new 
touring show, “The Diary of Anne Frank.” 
They auditioned an estimated forty actresses, 
including several equity players. “We went to 
Seattle, and we went through all of our files 
and we couldn’t find anybody,” said Johnson. 
“We found a lot of good people, but not the 
right one.”
Then Johnson auditioned ’99 UM alumna 
Tara Sullivan, who moved to New York to 
pursue her dream but had returned to act in 
“Charlie Russell’s Montana.” He had found 
his Anne Frank. “She has that wonderful 
combination of innocence and intelligence 
that is essential to the play -  someone as 
remarkable and intellectually developed as 
Anne Frank,” says Johnson.
Sullivan played “Scout” in the Rep’s long- 
running national tour of ‘T o Kill a Mocking­
bird.” After that tour she moved to New York 
where she was 
waitressing and 
attending classes 




of Anne Frank” 
opens in Mis­
soula December 
5 and will have 
a two-week run 
here before it begins a four-month national 
tour. Johnson reports that the Rep has 
booked “the most dates we’ve had ever” for 
this tour.
Kriley is directing the production, from a 
newly adapted script by Wendy Kesselman. 
“It’s a more contemporary play,” Johnson 
says. “It has a new flavor to it.”
ROTC R o a r s
There was a Grizzly roar in Bozeman this fall that had nothing to do with sports. It
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was from UM’s Grizzly Battalion ROTC, 
which won the Big Sky Task Force Ranger 
Challenge 2000, a grueling competition 
among five university ROTCs.
The Ranger Challenge comprises six 
events that run nonstop for twelve hours, 
including a physical fitness test, grenade 
assault course, rope bridge river crossing, a 
10K “ruck run,” orienteering and weapons 
disassembly/assembly races. Competing 
against Boise State, Idaho State, Ricks
College and Montana State University, UM 
won four of six events.
Officer in Charge Major Eric Kettenring 
was impressed with his team’s performance. 
He said, “These cadets embody the heart and 
soul of this program. They truly strive to do 
their best through intense teamwork.”
NIH Fu n d s  UM 
R e s e a r c h  C e n t e r
UM just got “brainier.” A  $7-million start­up grant from the National Institutes of 
Health will establish a new center at UM for 
the study of brain function and disease, the 
Center of Biomedical Research Excellence.
“This is a huge award in terms of dollars 
and impact,” says UM pharmaceutical sci­
ences Professor Richard Bridges. The center 
will focus on investigating the way brain cells 
function at the biochemical level and how 
those functions change following injury or 
disease, such as stroke or Alzheimer’s. UM 
neuroscientists will work with the Montana 
Neuroscience Institute at St. Patrick Hospital 
in Missoula and researchers in laboratories at 
MSU and the McLaughlin Research Institute 
in Great Falls.
UM t o  Stay  t h e  
C o u r s e
A budget crisis that arose during the fall semester at UM appeared to be lessening as we went to press. Provost and Vice Presi­
dent for Academic Affairs Lois Muir reports 
that, despite budget challenges that appeared 
to necessitate the laying off of many adjunct 
professors in early October, education at UM 
will stay the course for spring semester 2001.
Muir reports that about twenty adjunct 
faculty members will not return to teach in 
the spring, but impact felt by students will be 
minimal because careful planning has gone 
into retaining class availability.
The faculty cuts are the latest in a series 
of hard hits UM has taken during a chronic 
fiscal crunch. Administration and finance, 
student services and research experienced sig­
nificant cuts earlier this academic year. 
Previously, money from faculty and adminis­
trative pay raises and the faculty computing 
fund has been re-channeled to academics.
“The class availability is similar to last 
spring,” Muir says. “We will have the courses 
that students need, and they will be able to 
get into the classes they need.”
A n introductory math course will show 
the most change, with students channeled 
into three lecture-style classes. Muir says stu­
dents will have an additional hour each week 
to interact with instructors. Other courses 
have less dramatic increases, with class sizes 
typically increasing by one to seven students.
A small reprieve for the English depart­
ment came in the form of a $115,000 dona­
tion in early November. The anonymous 
donor made the gift in response to an outcry 
of protest against the adjunct situation.
While administrators appreciate the gift, 
they hope academic programs will not 
become reliant on private donations, but 
instead remain the responsibility of the state.
“The most constructive approach to this 
issue is to become active -  to try to persuade 
our external constituencies that higher edu­
cation in Montana in an important invest­
ment for the state,” Muir says. “I encourage
■ara Minivan
W. Bruce Cook Bonnie Pitsch Dalton lames P. Lucas Patty Holmes Myers
U M  H o n o r s  D is t in g u is h e d  A l u m n i
Six UM graduates have received Distin­guished Alumni awards, the Alumni 
Association’s highest honor.
A Rhodes Scholar, W. Bruce Cook ’57 
enjoyed a thirty-five-year career with Exxon 
Corp. and served on the UM Foundation 
board of trustees from 1991 until his death in 
August 1999. Mary Lou Cook accepted her 
husband’s award.
Bonnie Pitsch Dalton ’58, M.S. '60, act­
ing chief of the Life Sciences Division of 
NASA’s Ames Research Center, won the 
NASA Outstanding Leadership Award and 
was selected for the NASA Senior Executive 
Service Program.
James P. Lucas ’50, J.D. ’51, is president 
and senior attorney for the Lucas & 
Monaghan law firm in Miles City. He has 
served on the boards of Montana Power Co., 
Mountain States Legal Foundation, the 
National Fund for Improvement of Post- 
Secondary Education and the UM 
Foundation.
Patty Holmes Myers ’70 has distin­
guished herself as a pioneer in classroom 
computer use, teaching first- and second- 
graders in Great Falls. In 1998 she was 
named Montana Educator of the year and 
received a Milken Foundation National 
Educator Award.
Dr. Raymond Rademacher Livingston C. Soans
Dr. Raymond J. Rademacher ’52 prac­
ticed pediatrics for thirty-four years in 
Denver, winning the Pediatrician of the Year 
Award in 1996 from the Colorado Rocky 
Mountain Chapter of Pediatric Nurse 
Associates and Practitioners. This year he 
was elected a Career Teaching Scholar in 
UC’s pediatrics department.
A  native of India, Livingston C. Soans, 
Ph.D. ’66 , was a Fulbright Scholar at UM, 
During the past thirty-four years he has intro­
duced new technologies and crops that have 
made farming economically viable in his dis­
trict in India and helped staunch the flow of 
young farmers to the cities.
everyone to join us in convincing the people 
of Montana that funding higher education is 
directly tied to the economic development 
and overall success of the state.”
] - Sc h o o l  R o c k s
U M’s J-School celebrated its first reunion at Homecoming 2000, bringing together 
about 200 alumni from classes 1941 to 2000. 
The journalists gathered at the J-School for 
an open house and attended two evening 
events, the highlight of which were talks by 
former Dean Nathaniel Blumberg and 
Professors Ed Dugan and Robert McGiffert.
Journalism Dean Jerry Brown, in welcom­
ing the returning alumni, noted that the cur­
rent journalism faculty has a combined 200 
years of journalistic experience and lauded 
today’s students, saying they were as irrever­
ent, disrespectful of authority, vain and nosy 
as the gathered alumni were before them.
Hi s remarks met with cheers from the crowd.
Organizer of the event Gary Sorensen '57 
noted that many of the alumni came back to 
show their appreciation for Dugan,
McGiffert and Blumberg. While gathering 
for a group photo in front of the J-School, 
Blumberg was heard to remark, “It’s inde­
scribable in that I still see the faces of the 
students in the returning graduates.”
The G reat Montana
Dog sc Pony Show
More than fifty pieces of art, including life-size sculptures of dogs, 
ponies, cowboy boots and a grizzly (by renowned artist Rudy Autio) 
were auctioned off at the Great Montana Dog and Pony show held in 
the newly remodeled UC Ballroom. The event was attended by about 
400  people. Proceeds will form the basis for a fundraising campaign 
aimed at providing a permanent home for UM's 9,500-piece art collec­
tion.
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Highs Beat Lows in Grizville
By Ryan Divish
Let’s just say it wasn’t an auspicious beginning. In his debut as head foot- ball coach for the Grizzlies, Joe Glenn 
watched his team score a paltry nine points 
against the Hofstra Flying Dutchmen in the 
season opener. The 10-9 loss to Hofstra left 
the sellout crowd at Washington-Grizzly 
Stadium virtually silent.
Jimmy Farris has been a leading receiver for the 
Grizzlies.
Doubt ran rampant in Grizville. Fans 
could be seen running around Missoula doing 
a Chicken Little impersonation screaming, 
“The sky is falling! The sky is falling! We lost 
to Hofstra."
The Griz would silence their critics a 
week later with a stellar 45-38 victory over 
longtime rival Idaho, led by senior quarter­
back Drew Miller’s 505 yards passing and five 
touchdowns and a dramatic catch by senior 
wide receiver Jimmy Farris.
As we go to press, Montana, 7-0 in the 
league and 9-1 overall is ranked No. 1 in the 
nation and has clinched its sixth Big Sky 
Conference title in eight years. Following 
the Idaho game, UM reeled off consecutive 
wins over Cal Poly, Eastern Washington, 
Sacramento State, Cal State-Northridge and
Northern Arizona. But the Griz paid a hefty 
price in injuries.
Last year’s leading rusher, running back 
Yohance Humphery, pulled a hamstring dur­
ing the Eastern Washington game and was 
benched for three games. His backup, Ben 
Drinkwalter, was injured in the same game. 
Montana then called on true freshman Tate 
Hancock to help its ground game, and after a 
good performance against Sacramento State 
Hancock also injured a shoulder.
By far the most crucial injury came 
against Northridge when Drew Miller, a 
Walter Payton Award contender, injured his 
right throwing shoulder, putting him out 
of the action for several weeks. About 
the plethora of injuries, Glenn says:
“You never think about that. If some­
body gets hurt, the next guy has got to do 
the job, and our record reflects the fact that 
we’re competing and doing the job.”
Sophomore quarterback John Edwards, a 
strong set of receivers and a tough UM 
defense kept the Grizzlies in the game. UM’s 
defense — led by linebacker Adam Boomer, 
defensive end Andy Petek and strong safety 
Vince Huntsberger — were a dominant force 
for most of the season. Ranking near the top 
in the Big Sky Conference in most statistical 
categories, the Griz defense came up with big 
play after big play this season.
Edwards replaced Miller in the Northridge 
game and has led the Griz to victory four 
times, including a 33-21 win in a grudge 
match with eighth-ranked Portland State and 
a 38-21 win over Idaho State. Miller returned 
for part of the Portland State game and was 
back to lead the Griz to a 30-28 victory over 
Weber State. Both quaterbacks were blessed 
with a seasoned group of receivers, including 
Farris, Etu Molden, Tanner Hancock and T.J. 
Oelkers.
Humphrey, returning for the game against 
Portland State, resurrected the Griz running^ 
game, picking up 194 yards against Portland, 
149 yards against Idaho State, and 197 
against Weber to make him the leading
rusher in UM history, with a total of 2,345 
yards. Yet to come is the 100th Griz-Cat 
meeting, held in Missoula this year. The Griz 
are assured a berth in the NCAA tourna­
ment. If they beat the Cats they could host as 
many as three tournament games. Griz fans 
can get the latest information by logging 
onto www.montanagrizzlies.com
Volleyball:
They Could be Contenders
Nikki Best, another first-year head coach, 
admits that early in the season her team was 
still trying to learn the new system she
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f  Big-12 powerhouse A
University of 
Nebraska. But ■
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Volleyball, with 
a record of 8-8 in 
league play and 
16-13 overall, was 
close to cinching a 
slot in the Big Sky 
Conference tourna­
ment when we 
went to press.
Best’s mix of quiet 
intensity and pro- I 
fessionalism fl 
seems to be just
Quarterback Drew 
Miller was a coo- 
tender for the 
Walter Payton 
Award before injur­
ing his shoulder. He 
returned in tin e  for 
the playoffs, jmjb.
W W W in
For the latest sports reports and schedules for 
UM teams, visit us at www.umt.edu and click 
on Grizzly Athletics.
Erin Adams returns a serve.
what the doctor ordered for the women spik- 
ers.
The team has been led by the senior trio 
of Erin Adams, Kodi Taylor and Tara 
Conner. Adams has reached double figures in 
most of the matches this season and ranks 
among UM’s all-time career leaders in those 
moves. Taylor has played a strong role at the 
net and Conner, the team’s setter, ranks in 
the top in the conference in assists per game 
and has flourished under Best’s system.
UM struggled early in the season due to a 
brutal travel schedule that took the team to 
four states. But when it can play to its 
strengths, namely the transition game, 
Montana is tough to beat.
Montana at one time led the conference, 
but losses to Eastern Washington, Sacramen­
to State and Montana State dropped the 
team to sixth. Wins against Colorado, Cal 
State-Northridge and Montana State put 
them back in play.
“W hen we play our transition game,” Best 
says, “we can beat anyone.”
And as Best is quick to point out, anyone 
can beat anyone in the fickle Big Sky.
Soccer: Back-toBack Titles
To say they’re on a roll may be under­
statement. UM’s soccer team laid claim to 
the Big Sky Tournament championship in 
late October with a 5-0 victory over Sacra­
mento State, the only conference team to 
beat them during the regular season. Led by
veteran head coach Betsy Duerksen, the 
Montana strikers then tallied an easy (6-0) 
win in the Southland Conference over 
Northwestern State to advance to the 
NCAA tournament. They won their first 
round 1-0 over Washington State, but lost 
5-0 in the second round to the No. 2 team in 
the country, the University of Washington.
Early in the season the bets may not have 
been on Montana. After losing four key 
seniors off last year’s NCAA tourney team, 
the core of young players experienced the 
proverbial growing pains. A t one point it 
looked as if the team would be traveling for 
the conference tournament. But with a pair 
of victories over Idaho State and Weber 
State, UM had only to win its remaining two 
matches against Cal State-Northridge and 
Northern Arizona to host the conference 
tournament.
Junior forward Heather Olson and seniors 
Shannon Forslund and Jodi Campbell have 
been key to Montana’s success. Olson, a goal­
scoring machine from Helena, leads the con­
ference in goals with fourteen and has 32 
points for the season. Campbell has scored 
five goals and dished out eleven assists. Two 
of Campbell’s goals were overtime game win­
ners. Forslund and fellow seniors Kerri 
Houck and Natalie Hiller have 
anchored a UM defense that has put 
up ten shutouts in the season.
Women Running Strong
According to head coach Tom Raunig, 
both the men’s and women’s cross country 
teams have excellent chances of making it to 
the NCAA championships. But so far it’s the 
women who are looking stronger.
Junior Sabrina Monro led the women’s 
team with wins at the Montana Invitational 
in Missoula and the Big Cross Invitational in 
Pasco, Washington, and she finished seventh 
at the Pre-NCAA meet in Iowa City. She 
won her second consecutive Big Sky Confer­
ence women’s cross country title at UC- 
Riverside, leading the women’s cross country 
team to a second-place finish. It was the 
highest finish for a UM women’s team since 
1986.
Monro’s teammates also ran strong down 
the stretch. Senior Heather Anderson recov­
ered from a pre-season injury to take second 
place at Riverside in the second race she ran 
all season. The women face tough competi­
tion in the regionals, including top-ranked 
Brigham Young and fifth-ranked Colorado.
The men’s team struggled early in the sea­
son, with a combination of nagging injuries 
and sicknesses hampering many of the men’s 
performances. But, led by seniors Brad Treat, 
Jesse Barnes and Casey Perry, the team came 
up with a third-place tie with Montana State 
at the Big Sky Conference championships to 
qualify for the regionals in Odgen, Utah. 
Both teams will need a strong showing there 
to gain an NCAA berth.
Ryan Divish is sports editor for the Montana
Jodi Campbell fights off two opponents to keep 
Montana’s  ball in play.
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ake no mistake about it. John Kuglin is a 
technological pioneer.
But if you go to his office on the UM 
campus to talk technology, Kuglin, the 
man charged with leading the University 
in^o the age of virtual education, is most likely to pull out a rumpled 
mfcp of the world pieced together ten years ago by fourth-grade school­
children at Missoula’s Cold Springs School.
The map, covered with pasted up computer-generated snippets from 
top news events of the early 1990s, serves as a reminder to Kuglin of not 
only his roots, but the roots of the technology that propelled him from 
a position teaching grade school in Missoula, Montana, to a perch as 
one of the leading experts on classroom information systems in the 
nation.
“Some teachers at Cold Springs found the map in a closet a few 
years ago and gave it to me when I came back to Missoula,” Kuglin says. 
“It represents the beginning of the information age. It represents learn­
ing at an unprecedented rate. It takes me back to my roots.”
In less than ten years Kuglin’s roots have put forth heady fruit. His 
career graph parallels the rise of the technology he espouses: from class­
room teacher to technology coordinator to director of a training center 
in Denver, director of technology in the U.S. Department of Education’s 
Denver office and finally back to Missoula. He now serves as UM’s asso­
ciate dean of continuing education, director of educational outreach 
and director of the Earth Observing System Education Project.
“I think he brings a wealth of experience in two areas,” says UM 
President George Dennison. “He was a public school teacher and coor­
dinator and he worked in the private sector. It’s kind of unique to have 
expenence in both areas.... The background he brings is invaluable.” 
Sharon Alexander, UM’s dean of continuing education and Kuglin’s 
immediate supervisor, says Kuglin’s insight into education and technol-
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“He’s a visionary and he’s a mastermind and he’s the plumber, too. 
He does everything needed to get a job done.” ■ Sharon Alexander
ogy makes him a hot commodity. “W hat he has brought to us is that 
outside industry vision,” Alexander says. “He was a classroom teacher 
who went to Denver. He’s a visionary and he’s a mastermind and he’s 
the plumber, too. He does everything needed to get a job done.”
Kuglin didn’t set out in life with aspirations to be a visionary or a 
mastermind or even a plumber. He just wanted to teach school. “I 
always enjoyed working with kids,” Kuglin says. “As a senior in high 
school, a teacher let me help teach freshman P.E. classes. That’s where 
I really got the bug to teach.”
A Great Falls native, Kuglin graduated from Western Montana 
College in 1972 and landed his first job teaching fourth grade in 
Hamilton; the next year he headed north to teach in Missoula. Over 
nearly two decades, Kuglin taught everything from fourth through 
eighth grades in Missoula classrooms.
First Taste of Technology
At Cold Springs School on Missoula’s southside Kuglin got his 
first real taste of what technology could do when used as a classroom 
tool. “I began to realize what converging the power of a personal 
computer and the power of television could do,” Kuglin recalls. 
“Together they became a powerful learning tool that showed a lot of 
relevancy to education. Students were coming to school in the same 
package but were acting a lot different. I wanted more access to infor­
mation.”
Kuglin’s use of computers — a relatively new classroom staple -  
and cable television brought him attention, both locally and nation­
ally. Cable News Network 
crews from Atlanta visited 
Kuglin’s classroom to film 
Cold Springs students putting 
technology to work. He trav­
eled to Washington, D.C., 
with two of his students to 
testify before a U.S. Senate 
subcommittee about the role 
of telecommunications in 
education. And he helped 
forge a partnership with 
Missoula’s local TCI Cable- 
vision outlet that eventually 
brought educational pro­
gramming channels into classrooms across the school district.
In 1993 Kuglin was lured out of the classroom to become the tech­
nology coordinator for all of Missoula’s elementary schools, a position 
he took with some hesitation. “It was very difficult to leave the class­
room,” he says. “But I knew the job would mean I would still be in 
classrooms a lot, working with other teachers.” That all changed a 
year later when the national arm of TCI Cablevision offered Kuglin a 
job in Denver as the director of its J.C. Sparkman Center for 
Educational Technology.
“It was an opportunity to start training educators on new and 
emerging technology,” Kuglin says. “It also coincided with the start of 
the World Wide Web. I remember we worked for a week to get our 
first Web page up and running. We jumped for joy when we did it.”
A New Age in Education
As director of the Denver center, Kuglin was at the forefront of an 
exciting new age in education. Teachers from all over the country 
traveled there to learn how to better use computers and other forms 
of technology in their classrooms.
“I don’t think any of us realized the impact technology was going 
to have on us, even as late as 1994,” Kuglin says. “We didn’t  really 
know what would happen. But we did see results in students. I 
thought, ‘Something’s happening here. I don’t  know exactly what it 
is, but I’m really going to work it.’ ”
In 1997 an offshoot of the cable conglomerate offered Kuglin a 
job, which called for him to set up a similar training facility in 
Washington, D.C. Kuglin spent a significant amount of time in the 
nation’s capital, setting up the new center. But after much thought, 
and thousands of air miles, Kuglin decided the job wasn’t  for him. 
“The more I traveled to Washington, the more I began to resist mov­
ing to Washington,” he says.
Instead he accepted a job with DOE in Denver as its technology 
director. A  little more than a year into his career with the federal gov­
ernment, Kuglin was presented with a pair of new opportunities -  a 
chance to go back to TCI in a new position or move back to Missoula 
to become UM’s director of educational outreach. It didn’t take long 
for Kuglin to make his choice: “My wife and I looked at each other 
and said, ‘Let’s go home.’”
EOS Education Project
In 1998 Kuglin became the director of UM’s Earth Observing 
System Education Project, an offshoot of a NASA-backed rocket sci­
ence program that had been brewing in the laboratories of UM 
forestry Professor Steve Running for more than fifteen years.
Running and his associates had been developing software for 
NASA that could be loaded onto a satellite that would send back 
images allowing scientists from around the world to better monitor 
the Earth’s land, water and atmosphere. The project culminated last 
December when the UM-developed software was launched into orbit 
aboard the Terra satellite, NASA’s most expensive and extensive 
earth-science endeavor to date.
Kuglin’s job is to bring educators to UM and teach them how to 
use the data in their classrooms. “Running and his people do all the 
hard science,” he says. “We take the hard science and teach teachers 
how to use it.”
While on-campus education is a primary function of the EOS 
Education Project, Kuglin also has gone national to spread the word 
about UM’s work. Over the past few months, he has crisscrossed the 
country, making stops at conferences in cities such as Atlanta, Salt
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“I remember we 
worked for a week to 
get our first Web page 
up and running. We 
jumped for joy when
We did it.” - John Kuglin
A satellite image of west- ► 
ern Montana shows smoke 
concentrated in the Bitter­
root Valley, moving north 
and e a st  The image was 
taken by the Terra satellite 
orbiting 437 miles above 
Earth during the raging 
fire season of 2000.
National Lewis & Clark 
Teacher Education Center
One of the offshoots of the EOS Project is the National Lewis and 
Clark Teacher Education Center, a UM-based program that opened last
spring as a way to help edu­
cators develop a better 
understanding of the famed 
expedition that will cele­
brate its bicentennial begin­
ning in 2003. The center 
uses technology, including 
images downloaded from 
the Terra satellite, to help 
educators bring to their 
classrooms an understand­
ing of the explorers’ journey 
and the trails and land­
scapes they encountered 
along the way. (EOS’s 
Website can be found at 
http://eoscenter.com.)
“Our goal is to use 
NASA satellite resources in 
the context of the Lewis and 
Clark journey,” Kuglin says. “Not often does research at UM blend in 
so much with mainstream education. But this does. We’re so far ahead 
with this research that other states can’t even see our taillights. We 
have a satellite revolving around the Earth that the University has 
direct access to."
“We’re so far ahead 
with this research that 
other states can’t even 
see our taillights. We 
have a satellite revolving 
around the Earth that 
the University has direct
dCCeSS to.” ■ John Kuglin
The Virtual University
More recently, Kuglin took on another challenge -  to create an 
Internet-based program at UM to deliver courses to students in other
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parts of the country 
and around the 
world. He is work­
ing with UM 
administrators and 
faculty to assemble 
an extensive online 
offering of courses 
in the near future. 
Many other col­
leges already are 
offering Internet 
programs that allow students to register, pay fees, take classes, solicit 
advice from faculty and graduate, all without ever setting foot on cam­
pus. Kuglin sees the virtual university as an inevitable step in the future 
of higher education in Montana.
“We need to move from the stand-and-deliver, Gutenberg model of 
education to an online digital face,” he says. “That way, you don’t 
require students to be located geographically on campus.
“I look at the 1900 photo of UM taken from the M on Mount 
Sentinel and see one building. W hen I talk about our online ideas, 
what I’m saying is that we’re standing on the M right now and the year 
is 2000. We need to look ahead to the digital campus. Most people in 
responsible positions know we need to do this to stay competitive.” 
Kuglin also is quick to point out that a number of precautions need 
to be taken to make sure the quality of the online courses meets UM 
faculty approval. “There is concern on the part of the faculty that we 
maintain the high quality the University is known for, and those are 
very legitimate concerns. Part of my responsibility is to try to put the 
glue together to build sound courses and bring together a cohesive plan. 
That’s a pretty formidable task.”
But those entrusting Kuglin with the task are confident he can get 
the job done. “He has been so diligent in moving this idea forward,” 
says Alexander. “And that’s not always easy to do at this University. It 
takes ideas a long time to germinate. But I believe John can do it.”
UM President Dennison also is firmly in Kuglin’s comer when it 
comes to the new Internet outreach proposal. “We need to persuade 
faculty members that this is a good thing,” Dennison says. “The emer­
gence of technology doesn’t mean that traditional college campuses are 
going to go away. It just means that this is something we can do to 
attract more interest in The University of Montana.”
As for Kuglin, he views the online campus project as simply anoth­
er step down the technological highway. “W hat I get out of technolo­
gy is getting to watch the excitement I see on both teachers’ and stu­
dents faces when they apply something in a new way. I had to discov­
er technology on the job. I started out doing it at the school-building 
level. Then 1 went districtwide, regional and national. Now I’m getting 
a chance to go worldwide.”
Gary Jahng ’85 covers the education beat for the Missoulian.
Lake City, St. Louis, 
Detroit, Tampa, Los 
Angeles and Orlando. 
“My goal is to share my 
knowledge and diverse 
background in such a way 
that motivates educators
to jump in and use new 
tools,” Kuglin says.
Along the way,
Kuglin also gets an 
opportunity to plug the 
programs under way at UM. “The University gets a real bang for their 
buck at virtually no expense,” he says. “I’m out there standing in front 
of thousands of people talking about what’s going on at The University 
of Montana.”
If  you’ve alw ays hoped to make 
a special gift to UM Foundation, 
but fe lt you couldn’t give up the  
income to do it, our charitable  
gift annuity m ay be the key.
Our gift annuity offers:
• Fixed, gen erou s incom e for life
• Incom e that is  partially tax-free
• Up to  a 12% yield , b ased  on your a g e
• A current incom e ta x  deduction
• Potential capital ga in s sav ings
• Support for your favorite UM program or departm ent
M o n ta n a  ta x p a y e rs :
Your gift also qualifies for a credit against state income taxes owed if it is designated for endowment,
For a  free  personalized illustration  contact:
O ffice of Planned Giving 
The U niversity  of M ontana Foundation  
P.O. Box 7159  
Missoula, M T 59807  
406-243-2593
Sharen Peters w w w .um t.edu /um f K aren S itte
sharen@ selway.um t.edu 1-800-443-2593  sitte@ selw ay.um t.edu
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Managing the 
Mountain
From hand-pulling to sheep-grazing to biocontrols, 
it takes a village to m anage a mountain.
B Y  K E R R Y  T H O M S O N
T
he walk to the M is getting even prettier these days.
The dull gray haze of spotted knapweed that 
has threatened native plants in recent decades is 
slowly losing its choke-hold on Mount Sentinel, 
thanks to weed-pulling efforts of locals and the hard 
work of UM researchers like noxious-weed coordinator Marilyn Marler.
Marler and other scientists have spent the past couple of years tack­
ling weeds from a number of angles: they’ve mowed acres of weeds, 
pulled them by hand and borrowed local sheep to graze in the spring. 
They’ve sprayed herbicides and even collaborated with moths, beetles 
and flies in the fight to restore the mountain’s prairie.
Weed control in the Missoula Valley is a relatively new concept that
appeared when the
Montana Legislature
passed a bill in 1995 man­
dating that public agencies 
control weeds on state 
property. However, what 
appeared on paper to be a 
fairly straightforward task 
materialized as a compli­
cated endeavor.
In places like Missoula 
« j  ,# where many locals —  andpulling there s a dramatic researchers _  decry the
blanket-use of herbicides, 
researchers looked for 
other ways to  curtail the 
weed invasion. “People do 
really use those lands (and) most people have a strong opinion about 
them,” Marler says. “I think that reflects well on people —  that they’re 
not apathetic.”
Marler has tested a number of control methods, starting with the 
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“Almost every single 
switchback has been
a d o p te d  (by an organization).
After one year of weed 
’
difference.” • Marilyn Marler
simplest and arguably the most successful —  hand pulling. She started 
with the M-trail because high levels of people and dog traffic made 
other control methods unworkable there.
In 1999 Marler started bringing volunteer organizations to the 
mountain to participate in her “Adopt a Switchback” program, a 
unique solution that relies on community members to remove —  plant 
by individual plant —  each spotted knapweed along the steep path. 
“Almost every single switchback has been adopted (by an organization) 
and it looks a lot better,” Marler says. “After one year of weed pulling 
there’s a dramatic difference.”
But if there’s one thing Marler and researchers like Diana Six, assis­
tant professor of forest entomology and pathology, have found, it’s that 
no one approach to weed control has proved a cure-all. “I think a lot of 
people are still looking for the silver bullet,” says Six, who has spent the 
past couple of years experimenting with yellow knapweed moths. “If 
anything, the research over the years has shown that no one thing is 
working well.”
Marler, who runs her own experiments, oversees her student 
researchers and coordinates other research projects, agrees. “Hand 
pulling on the M-trail is tremendously successful, but I really wouldn’t 
recommend that for the top of Mount Sentinel,” Marler says.
The mountain is just too steep, and there’s too much land to make 
hand pulling elsewhere anything but a nice ideal. Just as the landscape 
around Missoula varies acre by acre, so, too, will the best methods for 
controlling weeds on those lands.
Weed control has become a big issue in Missoula County, where 
spotted knapweed, leafy spurge and Dalmatian toadflax have obliterat­
ed historically diverse communities of bunchgrasses and perennial wild- 
flowers. O n city-owned Mount Jumbo as well as on Mount Sentinel, 
where the University owns more than 500 acres, the problem is acute. 
“Some days it’s just really discouraging,” Marler says. “It would have 
been so much easier and less expensive if somebody had started twenty 
years ago.”
In agricultural parts of the state, farmers and ranchers have long 
known the value of keeping weeds in check. But in more urban areas 
like Missoula, the need to control weeds hasn’t  been as strong. 
“Missoula County is kind of notorious in the state of Montana for not 
managing its weeds,” Marler says. “If you travel to any other county in 
Montana you won’t see the level of weeds you do in Missoula.”
Soon after the 1995 legislation passed, UM developed a weed man­
agement program for Mount Sentinel. Marler was hired part time to 
oversee the program in 1998. The following year, the city brought her 
on board to bring the leafy spurge and Dalmatian toadflax epidemic on 
city-owned parts of Mount Jumbo under control. Marler embraced the 
challenge. A  native of California who earned her master’s degree in 
ecology at UM, Marler grew up in a state where weed problems are as 
common as shopping sites on the Internet.
She began orchestrating a two-pronged approach to the problem. 
While Six, other professors and a handful of graduate and undergradu­
ate students used sheep, chemicals, bugs and —  as a last resort —  lawn 
mowers to rid the mountain of knapweed, Marler added her own 
insights and research for weed control.
Marler (above, far right) 
shows students how she 
samples plant communities 
to determine if restoration 
goals are being m et 
Knapweed is shown in the 
foreground. A student 
(insert) sows native wild 
flowers on Mount Sentinel.
She also explored the best routes for bringing native plants back 
after the weeds were removed. Sometimes, she says, native plants will 
bounce back if the weeds are killed off. But in areas where weeds have 
all but wiped out the native plants, managers have to give native plants 
a head start by reseeding the area.
“A  lot of places you can spray and then let the native plants just 
come back on their own,” she says. “In Missoula County our situation 
is well developed. There’s just nothing else there anymore. We have a 
lot of places where there is a lot of knapweed with no native plants and
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it [reintroduction of native plants] 
needs help.”
Across town at Fort Missoula 
Marler is helping raise native 
plants grown from seed or donated
from new-home construction sites in the town’s South Hills area. The 
goal is to collect seeds from the plants so the mountain can be reseed­
ed with native species that have adapted to the area. “It’s really an 
exciting project because it allows us to use the local ecotypes of species 
instead of store-bought varieties,” Marler says.
Back on Mount Sentinel, several studies are being used to find the 
best combination of methods for weed management. Marler oversees 
those projects to ensure researchers don’t  accidentally contaminate 
other studies by, say, spraying an area where another scientist is testing 
the effects of gall fly larvae on knapweed seed production.
Researchers begin their studies on the mountain each spring, just as 
knapweed begins growing and before it blooms. Early this year, some 
ninety sheep dotted the hillside as knapweed and leafy spurge emerged 
from their winter slumber. They came on loan from a local rancher and,
though the sheep steered clear of
. . .  though the sheep the leafy spurge, they appeared to
nibble contentedly on the knap­
weed.
“I think they did a good job of 
grazing about 30 acres,” Marler 
says. But introducing sheep to the 
mix also created some challenges. 
There were problems with dogs 
chasing or killing sheep, and then 
there was the question of if the 
sheep were causing unnecessary 
erosion when allowed to graze in 
steep areas.
That is one of the many rea­
sons researchers are testing other 
control methods, Marler says. Come summer, when knapweed goes to 
seed, research shifts to other tactics such as herbicide spraying, mowing 
and the introduction of insects.
Bugs have proved useful, although how useful isn’t yet clear. Six, for 
example, spent the last two summers studying the yellow knapweed 
moth which, as a caterpillar, eats knapweed roots. Six wanted to see 
how the moth’s impact on the weeds varied based on how many moths 
are released into an area. She also wanted to know how well the popu­
lations would be doing one year after introduction.
Unfortunately, during both study seasons, fire dangers closed Mount 
Sentinel about the same time new moths emerged, and Six hasn’t  been 
able to assess her project during its critical time frame. “It’s kind of hard 
to work on that mountain because you can be shut out at any time,” Six 
says. Now she says she may have to base her analysis solely on infor­
mation she’s gathering from a replicate study site up Rock Creek.
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Still, insects introduced in the 
past couple of years do seem to be 
having some impacts on the 
weeds. North of the moth-release 
site, toadflax-eating weevils have, 
past summers, munched on Dalmatian toadflax while nearby weeds got 
a dousing with herbicides. A t other plots, flea beetles have had a go at 
leafy spurge, and ovary-feeding beetles do “seem to be eating a lot of 
ovaries” on resident Dalmatian toadflax, according to Marler.
While insects do their part to eradicate unwanted plants, other 
researchers are looking to see what effects the bugs might be having on 
the native plants. Beth Newingham, a biology doctoral student under 
Associate Professor Ray Callaway, suspects when spotted knapweed 
gets eaten, it not only may grow more as a result, but may have a neg­
ative impact on neighboring native fescue plants.
Newingham started her research in a University greenhouse, plac­
ing knapweed and fescue side by side in some containers, and knapweed 
by itself in others. W hen she trimmed leaves off the knapweed to sim­
ulate what deer or bugs might do, she made a surprising discovery. In 
containers where only knapweed had been planted, the plants didn’t 
grow much after being trimmed. But in the containers that had both 
knapweed and fescue, the knapweed actually had a growth response 
after getting clipped. Instead of being negatively affected by trimming, 
the knapweed appeared to do better.
“It actually benefits from the fescue being there,” Newingham says. 
“Since we’re seeing a compensatory growth response by [knapweed], 
we’re getting the exact opposite results that we expected and that may 
have indirect effects on the fescue.”
To test the phenomenon further, Newingham has moved her 
research outdoors to Mount Sentinel where she’s monitoring how 
knapweed and nearby fescue respond when the knapweed gets clipped. 
Her goal is to see if biocontrols, like insects, could indirectly be harm­
ing native fescues when they dine on knapweed.
For the moment, however, most of the mountain’s study sites are 
focused on finding the best methods for removing knapweed and other 
exotic species. A t some study sites, researchers test several methods 
simultaneously. In some cases it will take several years of experiments 
before scientists will know what combination of controls works for a 
particular site.
Even when scientists divine the best plan of attack, it’s not going to 
make weeds disappear instantaneously. “We’re not going to just wake 
up next spring and it’ll be all taken care of,” Marler says. She estimates 
in five to ten years native species will take a much larger share of the 
mountain.
“I think it’s going to be constant effort to deal with the weeds, but I 
still think it’s possible to restore those communities and get them look­
ing a lot better than they do now,” she says. ^
Kerry Thomson ’92 is a recent transplant to the Oregon coast, where she 
works as a health reporter for a publishing company.
steered clear of the 
leafy spurge, they 
appeared to nibble 
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supposedly told to him by an Indian half-breed friend by the name of 
McDonald, who had surprised him in Ravalli as he was bathing his 
hot feet in a cool creek. He was waiting for a train after a long, hot, 
dusty, stagecoach ride from Hot Springs. He said that he had been try­
ing to get McDonald to tell him the fable for years. Now, the bushes 
suddenly parted and McDonald was there to tell him the fable.
The story was about two friends, Mr. Fox and Mr. Coyote. Mr. Fox 
had been in Spokane and had gotten 
drunk, landing in jail. Mr. Coyote had gone 
there and gotten him out. It evidently had­
n’t been the first time, as Mr. Coyote felt 
the need to take Mr. Fox out on the trail 
going east, telling him that he had to avoid 
all temptation, and always to keep his eyes 
straight ahead. Finally, after a day on the 
trail, Mr. Fox became bored and as he was 
passing the meadow below Evaro Pass, he 
noticed some Indian maidens dancing below. Dean Stone would stop 
from time to time and ask me if I knew where that was, and I assured 
him I did.
To make a long story short, Mr. Fox went down and was dancing 
with the Indian maidens. They resented his intrusion, and as they 
danced in a circle, getting ever closer to a creek, they pushed him in. 
Mr. Coyote arrived just in time to save him. Exasperated, Mr. Coyote 
again took Mr. Fox up and started on the dreary trail east. However, 
Mr. Fox was bent on revenge, and after Mr. Coyote was gone, he 
returned to the meadow to resume dancing with the Indian maidens. 
W hen they weren’t looking he set fire to the grass, burning them up.
Remorseful, he took a little of the ashes and scattered them over
Editor’s Note: This 
feature is the result of 
UM alumni respond­
ing to our call for arti­
cles on favorite profes­
sors. Our thanks to all 
who contributed. - JM
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| |  ^  |  Dean Arthur Stone, journalism
(J
| ) BY ROBERT BIRK,  OCALA,  FLORI DA
\ (  I must have been the last student Dean Stone had 
J before retiring in 1942.1 had recently moved to 
I Montana. The war had just started, and I was anxious 
 ̂ | to get my education behind me while I could, so I was 
attending summer school. Apparently, I was the only one 
foolish enough to register for an introduction to journalism 
class in a summer semester.
I was told to report to Dean Stone. As I knocked on his 
open door, he was leaning back in his chair reading. He looked 
up with a startled look and answered “Yesssss,” a guarded, quizzi­
cal tone in his voice. I explained that I was a new student and 
that I had been assigned to his class. The unhappy expression told me 
the whole story at a glance: “Oh my God, do I have to put up with 
another one of these stupid freshman? — and after all these years. . .  
!•” He was retiring at the end of the summer session and was appar­
ently hoping that his long, illustrious career would end quietly.
I stood there, waiting for him to say something as he looked back 
down at the papers in front of him. He seemed to be in deep concen­
tration. Finally, he told me to come in and sit down in a chair in front 
of his desk. He took a long hard look at me. I was beginning to feel 
that there must be something contemptuous about me. Still, I under­
stood that there were all kinds of renegades running around there.
Finally, he said, “I guess the best way to start is for me to tell you a 
story and you can write it up, and we’ll see what you can do.”
He proceeded by telling me in great detail an old Indian fable,
the water in the creek. T he ashes caused the water to bubble and that 
was where it happened. They called it Missoula, the canyon of the 
bubbling creek.
Joseph 'Smoky Joe' Kramer, botany
BY TONY CARLSON 6 2 .  m . s .  6 4 ,  w h i t e  b i r d ,  I d a h o
That spark that once or twice you feel 
from teachers who you know are real 
lasts at least ten years —  I know.
I still feel Smoky Joe.
He lost sleep when students slipped. 
Some other teachers laughed and gripped 
their research grants and grabbed graduation 
products to lengthen lists of publication.
He’d always walk the class around 
m xheck  the new things that he found 
^  * ~7 around the base of Sentinel.
I still remember well 
the day he snapped a fresh pine twig 
to show us meristem at work, and big 
as life addressed that tree, 
“Pinus, you must pardon me 
for hurting you this spring. 
I gotta teach dese dumb kids someting.”
From microscope to microscope to see a 
live green cell of Elodea, 
in the lab he’d often flit 
-  saying, “Py Got, beautiful, ain’t  it?”
W hen Hellgate didn’t  blow too cold, he would run the track 
before I’d even shaved. In winter no one thought it odd to see an old 
man shooting baskets in  the gym.
Sometimes he’d mention God.
He was an environmentalist before we knew enough to condemn 
him for it. He taught us a personal kind of ecology —  not from 
ecosystematics or fear, but from loving all of life. Things just seemed 
to fit for him.
I think he was a pacifist.
He seemed alone. Maybe no one really knew him. Hell, I know 1 
didn’t. Yet now I find that I loved him.
BY DAN BLOCK S 3 .  M S.  S5 .  e d . d  ' 7 3 .  DI LLON
A t times Dr. Joe Kramer would grow impatient when some of the 
class would not take things as seriously as he thought they should. 
And, very rarely, he would even put on a temper tantrum in order to 
get a point across.
O n an ecology class field trip one day, a few of the students were
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not paying attention. After a few polite requests to stop the distrac­
tions, he finally blew up. He yelled, stomped his felt hat on the 
ground, and finally tossed it high in the air, saying “That’s it. We are 
done for today. Class dismissed.” Joe picked up his hat and we headed 
back to campus. O n the way, I walked beside him. He was silent for a 
while, then spoke to me more like a fellow man than a student, say­
ing, “I hope you didn’t  take me seriously, Dan. I love the teaching but 
it is keeping up the act that sometimes wears me out.”
Walter King, English
BY DAVI D FICEK 8 3 .  BI LLI NGS
W hen I signed up for Dr. Walter King’s intensive Shakespeare 
class I was a senior in accounting. I wanted to expand my horizons — 
to challenge myself in an unfamiliar subject and perhaps even teach 
those smug, sweater-clad English majors a thing or two.
From the first class, I knew I was in trouble. To make matters 
worse, Dr. King took a likin’ to me and began calling on me relent­
lessly, for thirteen straight class periods, as I recall.
We were studying Hamlet, a subject about which Dr. King was a 
respected authority, and Hamlet utters the words, “We are arrant 
knaves, all; believe none of us.” Dr. King looked at me and playfully 
asked, “So, Dave, are yooouuu an arrant knave?”
As the room erupted with laughter, my 
synapses began frantically trying to define 
arrant knave? Do we aim to do good, but 
fall short? Isn’t  arrant misspelled? W hat 
is a knave? It seemed only a few sec­
onds later when Dr. King made his 
second sliding prompt, “C ’mon,
Dave, tiiiiiime’s a wastin’.”
By now my bespecta­
cled classmates were 
having great fim.
Through their riotous 
laughter and snort­
ing, Dr. King man­
aged to hear my blurt 
ed response, ‘W ell, I
He then went into a lecture, “No, nfx no. You aren’t  supposed to 
believe what Hamlet says, and blah blah blah, blah blah.” I hung my 
head in utter humiliation for the rest of the class, not looking up even
After class, walking down the hall, I felt a gentle tug of my elbow. 
It was Dr. King, who said, “I’m sorry. I didn’t  mean for that to happen. 
I didn’t  think you would respond that way.” I nodded affirmatively, 
not speaking for fear my voice would crack, and I went to my dorm 
room to look up arrant knave’s meaning —  “a downright deceitful 
person.”
The reason Dr. King is one of my heroes is because he didn’t  have 
to catch up to me in the hall. Yet, there he was, the grandfatherly, 
eminent scholar, apologizing to a naive underling.
I can’t say that I knew him well or even beyond this one class, but 
I’ve thought about this episode a lot over the years and hope that I, 
too, can be well respected in my field, yet big enough to think of 
myself with the proper perspective.
A t graduation I chanced to meet Dr. King. I approached him and 
said, “If there’s one thing I’ve learned here, it’s that I’m not an arrant 
knave.” He smiled broadly and enthusiastically shook my hand.
BY KATHIE J ENNI  7 6 .  o r a n g e ,  C a l i f o r n i a
Although I didn’t major in English literature, Walter King had a 
profound effect on me. He thrilled me with his dramatic readings and 
his intensity in plumbing the plays of Shakespeare for human mean- 
ing. He elevated my anxiety, my level of attention and my intellectual 
efforts with his practice of calling on students, formally and unpre­
dictable by name (“And what do you make of that, Miss Jenni?”)
And he scared me into good writing when I was in danger of losing it.
Just returned from a quarter abroad, still dreaming in French and 
extremely full of myself, I pounded out an essay for Dr. King with less 
than my usual care and more than my usual pretensions. It landed on 
my desk a week later with a devastating C+, covered with petulant 
queries in King’s spidery scrawl: “W hat is all this extra verbiage? Cut 
it out.” “W hat are you doing? This isn’t  like you.” A nd so on. He was 
right, and I was crushed. I dove into the next assignment with a fer­
vent desire to  redeem myself, sweating blood over King Lear and the 
problem of evil. W hen that one came back, it was marked A+, but 
what sent me soaring for months was his personal note a t the end: 
“You have taught me a great deal, and I honor you for it.” I honor you 
for it. To the timid girl I was then, there could have been no more 
powerful message and no more inspiring encouragement.
Dean Luther Richman, music
_ BY MARC VADHEI M 6 3 .  HAMI LTON____________
One of my most memorable moments at the “U ” occurred two or 
three years before I became a student, the summer of 1956 or 1957.
I had been dropped off at the almost new, piano-shaped music 
building by my parents on a hot Sunday afternoon in July, to register 
and begin my two weeks at Music Camp. Being that all the doors 
were locked, I waited, suitcase and violin in hand. After about fifteen 
minutes, a car pulled up at the curb, and the lone occupant emerged, 
a stocky, graying, middle-aged man dressed in a suit and tie. He asked 
me if I was waiting for someone. I replied, “No, I’m waiting to register 
for music camp.”
The gentleman never bothered to introduce himself, and I didn’t 
ask. He asked if I wanted to hear the bells. “But what about my suit­
case and violin?” I asked. “Just put them in 
the back seat,” he said. W ith that we got 
into the car and drove to the rear of Main 
Hall. The gentleman unlocked the door 
and we began our climb up the well-worn, 
steep, creaky and dusty stairs to the bell 
tower. Sometime during the arduous 
climb, past dirt-encrusted and 
bug-splattered windows, periodi­
cally checking out the view of 
the Oval, I realized that I was /  
about to witness a carillon con­
cert, up close and personal, a situa- |  
tion not too many people have expe­
rienced.
The man took off his suit coat, arranged his music, and began to 
play.
The “keyboard” consisted of two tiers of handles approximately 
the diameter of broomsticks and about eight inches long, one tier for 
the “white keys” and the other tier for the “black keys.” Each handle 
had to be grasped and depressed to move the bell clapper since the 
bells are stationary. I felt like Quasimodo in “The Hunchback of 
Notre Dame,” hearing the deafening din of bells six feet above my 
head. The concert lasted about fifteen minutes. The only song I 
remember was the state song, M-O-N-T-A-N-A.
I saw the gentleman once again during my stay at the University, 
at the final concert. Meeting my parents in the foyer of the Music 
Recital Hall and telling them of my carillon experience two weeks 
earlier, I saw him milling around the crowd. I said, “That’s him. He’s 
the one who played the bells.” My mother said, “Don’t  you know who 
that is? Why, that’s Dean Luther Richman.” “W ho’s Dean Luther 
Richman?” I asked, thinking that Dean was his first name. “He’s the 
head of the School of Music,” my mother replied.
Forty-four years later, every time I hear church bells or even the 
“Westminster” chimes of a grandfather clock, I’m reminded of that 
glorious half hour spent with Luther Richman as he played the caril­
lon on the UM campus.
Richard Hugo, English
________ BY DONNA MILLER M. A.  ' 9 3 ,  CHI NOOK_________
I so admired Richard Hugo’s passion for language, that I recorded 
many of his wise words for future reading. My favorite Hugo quote 
was: “Poetry is being in love with your own responses to things.” For 
Richard Hugo, teaching was an act of love; I take that passion to my 
own teaching job, a job that I agree with Hugo has the paradoxical 
power to both “depress and elate.”
I was substitute teaching at Chinook High School in October of 
1982 when a student brought a clipping telling of Hugo’s death. I
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choked on my tears and quickly explained to the 
class this was a friend, and subsequently wrote 
this poem:
Upon the Death of a Friend
I first met you 
- -with a hello in rasping, rheumy voice 
from forty three stairs and foiling lungs.
Your greeting was gold.
Fat ana-wnting, you would sit with pen in hand, 
orange glimmer of firefly on your bald head. 
W ith color and cajoling, you criticized to teach.
My heart was in my ears when I heard the swan.
From the shadows, a gray wolf came into sight, 
a dew drop glazing an eyelash.
I feel empty, 
and frown to conceal unpublic tears.
My eyes following the thin gray form, 
and when you look back, I will be waving.
Fred S hafizadeh, chemistry
BY RONALD S. WI CKLI NE 7 9 .  RQSEBURG,  OREGON
W hen I enrolled in the forestry school in the fell of 1975,1 was 
told I would need to take at least one full year of basic chemistry. I 
struggled through CHEM 101 (got a C), then on to CHEM 102 
(another C). Part of the reason I didn’t “get it” was with me, and part 
of it was because of professors I just didn’t  understand or relate to. 
Then came CHEM 103 and Professor Fred Shafizadeh. He turned on 
the light as to why the world goes ’round. We dealt with strictly the 
“science” behind life and its reasons for existence. We never talked of 
spirituality or its relationship with science; he left that for me to figure 
out on my own (which I did).
Fred looked the part of the deep-thinking scientist —  a ring of 
hair around his head sticking out in all directions, glasses sliding down 
his nose. He would always raise an eyebrow at me and say, 
“Understand now, my friend ?” I took every class he taught at UM, 
and yes, I finally understood. A  lot of it is about covalent bonds and 
Krebs’ cycles, but a lot of it also goes beyond that. Fred Shafizadeh 
taught me both sides of the story.
Leslie Fiedler English
B Y  RUTH CARRI NGTON 5 1 .  m . a .  6 7 .  h v s h a m
After seven years of overseas teaching, my husband and 1 took our 
own sabbatical and entered the world of graduate study. I asked other
mature students for advice on professors. They always mentioned 
Leslie Fiedler and either raved about him (formidable!), scorned him 
(shocking, what he says in his essay about Huckleberry Finn!) or 
avoided his classes (never gives A’s, humiliates students). Intrigued, I 
read some of his essays, then a novel, then his classic Love and Death 
in the American Novel. I decided I must take his class in literary criti­
cism.
It was the depth of his experience of literature and his air of seri­
ousness about it that made me decide to learn everything I could from 
him. W hen he mentioned casually that he’d be teaching a course in 
poetry, I told him I wanted to take it, as well as all 
three quarters of his classes in literary criticism.
He laughed and said, “You’ll end up with a 
degree in Fiedler.”
Never —  since my Shakespeare classes at 
San Diego State C ollege^- had a teacher 
challenged my mind as he did. I respected 
the variety and vast expanse of his knowl­
edge —  of psychology, languages, litera­
ture and people. His calm, intuitive, 
reflective mind and his air of 
objectivity suggested the 
mystery of a down-to- 
earth Buddha. His uncompromising 
standards for study and writing left me 
with a continuing passion for learning, 
grateful that I had chosen literature as my 
world.
After receiving my master’s degree from 
UM, I continued to study, to read and to pur­
sue courses that led to a doctorate in literature, to teaching on a 
higher level, and to a Fulbright lectureship at the University of 
Peradeniya in Sri Lanka. Leslie Fiedler’s example of scholarship repre­
sented the highest ideal of what a university can offer.
Verne Dusenberry, anthropology
BY JAMES SCHAEFER ‘66. SCHENECTADY.  NEW YORK
In the foil of 19641 had a rude awakening. My Trails End [bar] 
experiences were catching up with me. Dean Ross of the School of 
Forestry called me in. We had a chat about the terrible grades I was 
getting, mainly D’s and Fs, in courses that should have been cake­
walks. He advised me that I was on probation and I was to take a 
quarter break from forestry. He suggested I enroll in some “cross-cam­
pus” courses, ostensibly to raise my grade-point average.
With mixed feelings I scanned the course catalog. One course 
jumped off the page. It was Native American something-or-other, a 
400-level course with Professor Verne Dusenberry. Ah hah!, 1
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thought. This sounds easy.
The small class met for the first time that quarter in a social sci­
ence classroom, during which I learned that we were expected to 
spend between six and eight hours each week in an off-campus house, 
Professor Dusenberry’s home, participating in an interactive class with 
five, sometimes seven, Salish-speaking Native Americans. We were 
expected to arrive with a notebook, a sharp pencil and a willingness 
to listen and eventually transcribe phonetic, morphophonemic and 
related linguistic nuances of spoken Flathead Salish. Yipes!
I pressed onward. The setting was a comfortable five-room home 
off Gerald Avenue. There was no furniture —  only rugs and pillows. 
There was always a warm fire burning in the fireplace and a thick, 
sweet, aromatic smoke permeating the rooms. There were few formali­
ties. We sat against the wall and listened as Verne engaged the elders 
in a probing conversation about the “heyday” of their community. 
Fluent in the difficult sounds that shaped the casual conversation, 
Verne eased us into a method of recording and imitating the myriad 
sounds we heard. Ever patient, he would scold his native guests when 
they (often) chuckled at our stumbling attempts to speak Salish.
After six weeks we were gaining confidence in our linguistic and 
anthropologic skills. Several of my fellow students, mostly senior 
anthropology and sociology majors, had begun to develop the same 
thirst for these interactions with the Salish elders. It was a more ful­
filling thirst than I had experienced at the Trails.
Dusenberry’s Native American something-or-other filled a void in 
my life. I quickly switched my major to anthropology. I finished my 
master’s and doctoral degrees in anthropology at SUNY Buffalo and 
returned to teach anthropology at UM from 1969 to 1978. After a 
Fulbright to India and an NIH postdoc at the University of North 
Carolina Medical School, I became a senior administrator at the 
University of Minnesota.
I have now returned to my native upstate New York, where I run a 
consulting business on alcohol and gambling problems and affiliate as 
research professor of anthropology at Union College. There I teach 
classes on Native American something-or-other and try to stimulate 
students, Dusenberry style.
Father John B. Wang, Spanish
BY MICHAEL OKE 6 5 .  M. A . 7 0 ,  CALDWELL,  I DAHO
One of my favorite professors at UM was Father John B. Wang.
Besides the love of Spanish, we found that we had a common love 
for tennis. Our tennis rivalry was friendly but intense. We were close­
ly matched, but he seemed to win more of the big points. W ith his 
ever-present good humor and smile, he was unflappable. A t certain 
crucial points in the match he would glance briefly heavenward. I’m 
not a Catholic, but it sure seemed then that Father Wang had a little 
extra help to win those points.
W hen it came time to defend my mas­
ter’s thesis, he was on the committee and, of 
all its members, asked the most challeng­
ing and incisive questions. Finally, 
just before the defense was 
ending, he said to me (in 
Spanish), “Mike, you defend 
yourself even with your finger­
nails.” I knew then that I had final­
ly won a hard-fought point and the 
admiration of a friend and mentor.
Nan Carpenter, English
BY LOIS WATERMAN ' 5 2 ,  NEWPORT,  WASHI NGTON
I was startled to discover that as an accounting major, I could not 
come up with the name of any of my instructors. However, the name 
Nan Carpenter comes to my mind very easily. She represented my 
short visit to the literary world. Due to an enthusiastic high school 
English teacher, I decided to enroll in a Shakespeare class. Nan was 
the teacher. She was rather small in stature and had a physical handi­
cap that required the use of a walking stick of sorts. Once in the class­
room you became unaware of its presence or of her problem.
She was astonished to discover that I was an immigrant from the 
School of Business and thought I was a lost soul. The first exam we 
had was a real shock to me. It was delivered on a 
piece of paper about two inches high.
There were four questions. One of these 
was, “Explain the significance of the 
strawberry handkerchief.”
The next opportunity to take a class 
from Nan was on Milton. I’d never 
heard of Milton and was soon to discover 
that I was way out of my league. There 
were four of us in the class —  the other 
three all English majors. One student had 
read “Paradise Lost” twelve times and I’d 
never heard of it. Nan did her 
best to convey the literary times 
of Milton. I was to work harder for 
that three-credit course than I 
thought possible, only to get a C-. Nan 
was being compassionate; a D would have 
been more realistic.
Nan Carpenter was highly intelligent, warm, humorous and a 
delight; but I had the presence of mind not to take any more classes 
from her lest my day of graduation become a question. Now I have 
the best of two worlds: I do the accounting for a county library and
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am also involved in the world of books. N an would be pleased that 
I’m not totally lost to the world of figures.
Joseph Epes Brown, religious studies, & 
Jules Karlin, history
Joseph Epes Brown and Jules Karlin had as many similarities inside 
the classroom as they had differences outside. Joseph’s passions beyond 
the ivy walls were Islamic and Native American art and raising 
appaloosa horses and bison. Jules’ were newspaper clipping and tennis. 
Besides teaching, I only saw him on University tennis courts, serving 
and chasing balls in all-white T-shirt, shorts, socks and shoes.
Both had Socratic teaching styles; one like a Zen master, the other 
a raging bull. Joseph had a sparkle in his eyes and a quiet sense of 
humor, Jules seemed eager to h it you upside the head with his pierc­
ing political zingers and jokes. He delighted to see the glow of under­
standing in your eyes after (or if) you recovered your composure.
Joseph’s classes were full of interesting people, including Native 
Americans from all over the West. We read wonderful books, mainly 
about the Southwest and the Great 
Plains. Classes were held in and around 
the religious studies house on the edge 
of campus. Joseph often brought in 
tribal artifacts to show and talk 
about: pipes, drums, flutes and arti­
cles of clothing. We would sit in a 
circle on the ground or floor. Dis­
cussion would evolve through exam­
ining these things, or from a question 
about the readings. Often discussions 
took on a dreamlike serenity and time 
would flow by or drag along, depend­
ing on which branch of the ambi­
ent river of thought you took.
To prepare for Dr. Karlin’s 
U.S. constitutional history 
class you had to have read 
“Notes of Debates in the Federal Convention of 1787 Reported by 
James Madison,” relevant Supreme Court cases and all other assigned 
primary and secondary readings. In class, Karlin was Dickensian in his 
plotting, peering cleverness. He’d hunch over the table where we all 
sat nervously and fire questions, challenging us to show how prepared 
we were —  great training for the Marines or a law career. I have no 
doubt that Karlin’s students who became lawyers now write the best 
arguments in court.
More than twenty-five years later, these two professors’ different 
styles of Socratic engagement remain vital and active in my own
Beverly Chin, English
Jules Karlin
teaching of alternative high school 
students in southeast Michigan. 
These teachers went a long way 
to challenge and develop the 
person I was longing to be. 
Looking back, I find it amaz­
ing that so many parts of 
the country came to learn 
from each other in this •
sparsely populated western 
valley.
In 1992, after having taught for ten years, I began to experience a 
degree of professional stagnation. Time to recharge my career with a 
challenge to reignite my enthusiasm, I thought. So, I enrolled at UM 
to embark upon another educational journey 
leading to a master’s degree in English.
While at UM, I renewed many 
professional associations, namely 
a relationship with Beverly 
Chin. Beverly’s remarkable 
ability to empower others and 
give them voice proved to be 
just the kind of energizing my 
career needed.
Sometimes the attitudes 
and personalities in our own 
schools, local districts or indi­
vidual departments infect 
us with apathy or pes- 
simism. We need to move outside 
those complacent circles for a cure.
Beverly has served as my panacea, renewing 
my optimism and faith in myself as an effective 
educator. The educational community can only hope to  continue to 
draw and sustain such dedicated personalities.
J.W. Howard, chemistry
BY EARL CHRI STENSEN ‘43. NAPLES.  FLORI DA ~
Dr. Howard walked with a brisk step and a bright face, with a 
cheery greeting to all he met, invariably wearing a gray lab coat over 
his suit, because the laboratory was his second home. In his spare time 
he isolated and identified a number of new organic compounds, but 
that is another stray.
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H i g h  P r a i s e
Unfortunately, we were not able to include the full text of any of the articles sent in for this feature. However, we do want to include the 
names of all professors honored as well as the people who honored them.
We’d also like to note that the teachers featured in this article are here 
because an alumni saw our request and chose to write about them. It is 
clear there are many other UM professors, alive and dead, who are as 
deserving as those featured here. In that sense, this feature honors all UM 
teachers.
Dan Block ’53, M.S. ’55, Ph.D. 73 , Dillon - Leslie Pengelly, 
forestry: His charm and wit would keep even poor students from skip' 
ping class.
Anna Marie Clouse, Missoula - Nathaniel Blumberg, Robert 
McGiffert and Charles Hood, journalism: These men exemplify the 
best of college teaching. I once heard one of them tell a fading student that 
God hadn’t put him on this Earth to give F’s, so he hired a tutor for the 
student.
Eugene W. Elliott ’41, Billings - Reuben Diettert, botany: He 
lived and worked as though his primary objective was to make botanical 
classes —  as well as laboratories —  totally understandable and wonder' 
ful experiences for everyone.
Kathie Jenni 76, Orange, California - Richard Hugo, English: 
What 1 retain, mainly, is a vague but visceral sense ofHugp’s kindness.
Kathie Jenni 76, Orange, California I  Richard Walton, philos- 
ophy: He told me that I had the ability and promise, often and convinc- 
mgty enough, that I actually came to believe it.
Mary Melcher 7 7 , Phoenix, Arizonia |  Maxine Van 
DeWettering, humanities: “With her independence and intellectual 
energy, she not only taught us, she provided a wonderful role model for 
college women.”
Arlene Myllymaki ’69, Kalispell - Nathaniel Blumberg, jour* 
nalism: He provided “just the inspiration I needed.”
Daniel A. Poole *42, M.S. ’52, Montgomery Village, Maryland |  
Philip L. Wright, zoology: His sincerity, dedication to science, and 
personal interest won over all but the most reluctant or obtuse.
Sally J. Southwick, M.A. ’93, St. Paul, Minnesota - H . Duane 
Hampton, history: [His is] a vibrant example of a rich life fully lived.
Wayne Stenson, Spokane, Washington - Linus Carelton, edu­
cation: He was dedicated to assisting the next generation.
Charles M. Stone ‘64 - C . Rulon Jeppesen, physics: He had a 
way of holding students spellbound.
Dr. Howard’s principal course was carbon compounds, a prerequi­
site for students majoring in the physical sciences. It was a combina­
tion of lectures and lab. During the lectures Dr. Howard filled the 
blackboard repeatedly for two hours with structural formulas, physical 
properties and chemical equations. I found early on that these had to 
be copied verbatim and memorized because he finished the week with 
a one-hour written quiz covering the week’s instruction. Almost four 
years later, after World War II, I was hired as a patent examiner in the 
U.S. Patent Office and still remembered enough of my organic chem­
istry to be assigned to the Organic Chemistry Division.
All this is preliminary to what 
I really want to relate, which was 
the extraordinary assistance Dr.
Howard provided to his graduat- u- 
ing chemistry class in securing 
employment after graduation. i 
The 1930s and early ’40s were —  
the years of the Great 
Depression; a college degree 
was no guarantee of a job 
To the other professors 
in the chemistry 
department this 
was not a concern, 
but to Dr. Howard 
it was. The Class of 
’43 included almost a 
dozen chemistry 
majors, a record for 
those days, and he felt 
duty-bound to place every 
one of us.
Two of these had ROTC com­
missions, so the Army took care of them. The others were a chore. I 
well remember Dr. Howard bringing classmate Leonard Smith 
(“Smitty”) and me to the Great Northern Depot on an overcast gray, 
chilly Sunday afternoon in order to meet briefly with a faculty mem­
ber of the Institute of Paper Chemistry in Wisconsin who was en 
route by train to the West Coast, with a brief stop in Missoula; by 
pre-arrangement, the four of us got together in the waiting room for a 
few minutes. I don’t  know that anything came of it. Dr. Howard 
eventually found Smitty a teaching assistantship at the University of 
Illinois; there he earned his master’s and doctoral degrees, joined the 
faculty, and taught chemistry for thirty-five years.
Dr. Howard also arranged, somehow, for a recruiter from the Naval 
Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C., to stop in at the 
University. We all applied for a job, and two of us were accepted —  
Francis Pott and me. I remember that when I showed Dr. Howard my 
job offer — $1.05/hr for a 48-hour week — he said, Gee, he had his
Ph.D. and taught ten years before he made that much money.
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Sister Madeleine DeFrees, English
BY KATHIE J ENNI  ' 7 6 .  ORANGE ,  CALI FORNI A
Madeleine DeFrees was not one of my favorite professors, but she 
taught me something about poetry. Having fancied myself a poet since 
the first grade, I wrote a ridiculously sentimental love poem for my first 
assignment. To my breathless delight, DeFrees opened one ses­
sion by reading my poem, with far more digni­
ty and eloquence than it deserved. There 
was a stunned silence on the part of my 
equally inexperienced peers; then a friend­
ly fellow inquired reverently: “Did you 
write that, Professor DeFrees ?” My head 
was spinning with pleasure until she 
replied: “There’s not a line in this poem 
that I would have written.”
She hadn’t revealed my identity, but she had 
hurt me deeply. Nevertheless, I was a quick 
study. My next poem was a verbal snap­
shot of a rabbit getting caught in a 
v steel-jawed leghold trap: vivid 
x  sounds and images. She 
praised it highly, but even if she 
hadn’t, I’d have known: It was a thou- 
\  sand times better. This episode taught me 
the importance of disciplined passion.
k
Henry G. Bugbee, Jr., philosophy
BY MI CHAEL PALMER 7 6 ,  M . A . 77
There are people whose contribution to some aspect of your devel­
opment is so great or whose impact on your life is so decisive that you 
can say, “I owe my life to that person.” These words aptly describe my 
relationship with Henry Bugbee. For more than a quarter of a century 
he was my mentor, confidant and friend. A t the outset of our relation­
ship, he invited me to embark on what he called “an exploratory ven­
ture in reflective thought.” Along the way, he helped me see that, 
although we are bom human, humanity in its fullness is something to 
be achieved. He instructed me in the meaning and responsibility of 
being a teacher.
I first met Henry in the early months of 1973 in a philosophy of 
religion course taught by John La wry. O n sabbatical that year, Henry 
was auditing John’s course. W ith his silvery hair, bronze complexion 
and tall lean figure, he was a mysterious and somewhat commanding 
presence in the room. I remember him wearing a grey-and-white long- 
sleeved flannel shirt, cotton pants and mountain boots. In those days, 
he smoked a pipe, too.
He didn’t  speak often, but when he did, he left a deep impression
on me and the other undergraduates in the class. His sentences, with 
their complex vocabulary and multiple subordinate clauses, undulated 
and were choreographed with Henry’s constant hand gestures and 
changing facial expressions. In speech and mannerism, he seemed at 
once fascinating and mysterious. But something else particularly 
intrigued me about the way Henry presented himself. As an authorita­
tive figure among us novice undergraduates, he could easily have 
impressed us with grand affirmative pronouncements. Instead, he usu­
ally either asked questions or offered carefully crafted alternative lines 
of response to his own or others’ questions as they emerged in the 
context of the themes under discussion. His questions were not 
rhetorical, and his arguments were not impersonal. There was Some­
thing vital and deeply exploratory about everything he said.
W hat distinguished him was his deep and abiding commitment to 
making the educational process successful. Later, taking graduate 
courses with him and serving as his teaching assistant for two years, I 
came to a much fuller realization that Henry’s practice of carefully 
attending to the questions was not simply a pedagogical style but 
rather a fundamental expression of his life. So it did not surprise me 
to  discover that the year-long study culminat­
ed with a selection of letters from the 
German poet Rainer Maria Rilke to a 
young aspiring poet, Franz Kappus. In the 
letters, Rilke responded to Kappus’ 
request for advice on numerous ques­
tions, especially ones about his poetic 
ability and his own unmade future. In 
one of the letters, dated July 
16,1903, Rilke spoke 
candidly to the 
young poet. His words 
might well have been 
Henry’s to the students in his 
charge who, after a year of 
reading and journal writing, felt 
ready for some answers to the big 
questions.
You are so young, so before all 
beginning, and I w ant to beg you , as
much as I can, dear sir, to  be patient towardjall that is unsolved in yo u rH  
heart and to try to  love the questions themselves like locked rooms and like 
books that are w ritten in  a very foreign tongue. D o not now  seek the 
answ ers, which cannot be given you because you would not be able to live 
them. A n d die point is, to live everything. Live the questions now . Perhaps 
you w ill then gradually, without noticing it, live along some distant day into 
die answers.
By word and example, Henry taught me to love the questions.
Illustrations by M ike Egeler.
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The New Fiedler Reader
by Leslie Fiedler, English professor at U M  from  1941 to 1963
Prometheus Books: New York, 1999, 588 pp. $18.95
Dipping into this imposing collection feels like sampling the tastiest offerings at a Chinese dim sum, a Napa Valley winery or 
a Christmas smorgasbord. Leslie Fiedler, an impos­
ing figure himself in the cover photo by UM pho­
tographer Todd Goodrich, has spent a lifetime 
churning away at the cream of American letters. 
One doesn’t have to agree with every sentence of 
these twenty-eight essays, four stories, and numer­
ous poems, to appreciate the erudition, wit, and 
rambunctious intelligence at work in them.
The book opens with Fiedler’s classic “Come 
Back to the Raft Ag’in, Huck Honey,” originally 
published in Partisan Review in June 1948. Those 
who know no other Fiedler work know of this essay 
in which he points out the homoeroticism he sees 
running rampant through Huckleberry Finn and 
other American novels. In Missoula, Fiedler might 
be recalled equally well for his “Montana; or the 
End of Jean-Jacques Rousseau,” in which he offers 
his infamous description — some might read 
indictment —  of the “Montana face.”
In the lengthy “The Novel and America,” 
Fiedler exhibits the same learned fascination evi­
dent in other pieces, and he offers these insights: 
“The American writer inhabits a country at once 
the dream of Europe and a fact of history; he lives 
on the last horizon of an endlessly retreating vision 
of innocence —  on the ‘frontier,’ which is to say 
the margin where the theory of original goodness 
and the fact of original sin come face to face. To 
express th is . . .  and to live by it in a society in 
which, since the decline of orthodox Puritanism, 
optimism has become the chief effective religion, is 
a complex and difficult task.”
Now the Distinguished Samuel Clemens 
Professor of English at the University of Buffalo — 
what would Mark Twain say? —  and an associate 
fellow at Yale University, Fiedler has been the 
recipient of many honors, including time as a 
Fulbright scholar, a Guggenheim fellow, and judge 
for the National Book Awards. “He made chutzpah 
a literary form!” declares his publisher on the back 
cover of this latest offering. Few would argue.
The Funnies
by J. Robert Lennon, M.F.A. *95
Riverhead Books: New York, 1999, 301 pp. $23.95
Carl Mix, father of five and the patriarch of J. Robert Lennon’s second novel, enjoys a phenom­
enal following for his comic strip, the 
“Family Funnies.” But after years of ide­
alizing his family’s foibles for his daily 
single frame, Carl dies suddenly at his 
drawing table. The terms of his last will 
and testament catapult his adult chil­
dren into another world that finds them 
examining the legacy of their childhood 
and finally becoming a family to one another.
Tim, who is struggling to become an artist, 
inherits only the possibility of following in his 
father’s footsteps. To meet the terms of the will he 
must produce a week’s worth of “Family Funnies” 
within three months’ time. As Tim learns his new 
trade, complications arise and his inheritance is 
challenged. The story of his response is by turns 
funny and sad; much more shifts in Tun’s life than 
his occupation.
Early on in his new endeavors, 
Tim’s editor, Susan, invites him to 
New York for lunch at her favorite 
Chinese restaurant “Delicious Duck 
was the skinniest restaurant I had ever 
seen. It was wide enough to accommo­
date only one long row of tables 
jammed up against the south wall; the 
maximum seating for any of them was 
three people. This row stretched all 
the way to the back of the place, 
which, once my eyes adjusted to the dim, proved to 
be another entrance, an entire city block away.
The kitchen was in a room off this long hallway. I 
loved it. I found Susan munching a fortune cookie 
at a table near the kitchen doors.
“I hope you don’t mind,” she said. “I like watch­
ing them come in and out.”
Susan’s contagious engagement with life is only 
one element of Tim’s unexpected legacy in this 
entertaining and thoughtful novel
Bo6ks
The Heartsong of Charging Elk 
by James Welch ’6 5 , honorary doctorate ’97  
Doubleday: New York, 2000, 367 pp. $24-95
The nineteenth-century land­scape of James Welch’s fifth novel encompasses much more 
than the Black Hills of Dakota and 
the French seaport of Marseilles. The 
chambers of the human heart and the 
recesses of the mind are likewise 
searched out and mapped in this 
ambitious and engaging story.
Charging Elk is a young Oglala 
man who leaves his parents and 
friends behind to join the European 
tour of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show.
Charging Elk’s pride in his feats of horsemanship is 
such that he ignores a serious illness only to col­
lapse during a performance. By the time he wakes 
in a Marseilles hospital the Wild West Show has 
departed for Italy and left him behind.
The mix of fear, cruelty, sympathy and bureau­
cratic bungling that greets Charging Elk in the 
Republic of France is tempered by the French pub­
lic’s fascination with the exotic natives of North 
America — the same fascination that prompted 
Buffalo Bill to launch his tour.
In the midst of this massive geographical and 
cultural displacement, Charging Elk continues to 
dream of his home in the Black Hills. He sees the 
strangers who surround him through the powerful 
lens of his own spiritual tradition — recognizing a 
kind heart in a benefactor’s wife and the evil spirit
of a siyoko in a local restaurant 
owner. Most importantly, he never 
loses his reverence for the gift of life 
p a  reverence that sees him through 
the crudest twists a sojourn in a for­
eign land can bring. Once, when 
contemplating the possibility of his 
own imminent death, he determines 
to “make his own prayers when the 
time came. But his prayers would be 
of thanks for having lived on this
earth___ ”
This spirit of gratitude allows him 
to continually re-invent his life as he takes his 
place among the immigrant population of France. 
“Charging Elk had reached his apartment building 
in the Panier. It was on the Rue des Cordelles, a 
narrow street which buzzed with many tongues, 
mostly North African and Levantine. Children 
played in the street until late at night, sometimes 
keeping him awake. But more often than not he 
found the laughter, the squeals, the cries, the bark­
ing dogs somehow comforting, as though the con­
stant flurry of noise proved that he was not really 
alone.”
Charging Elk inhabits all the worlds James 
Welch has created for him. He lives expectantly 
and hopefully in them all until an ultimate “home­
coming” blends his history, his spirit and his future 
into one.
C haring Elk sat, looking at the smoke curling 
up toward the smoke hole from the short pipe of the 
stove. He was trying to see his father’s face.”
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G e t  I n v o l v e d
A L U M N I
A S S O C IA T IO N
B O A R D
P re s id e n t 
Donald E. Nicholson '56 
Missoula
P re s id e n t-e le c t 
John C. W ertz'61 
Arlington, Va.
V ice  P re s id e n t 
William W. Mercer '86 
Missoula
P a s t  P re s id e n t 
Richard F. Schneider 78  
Edina, Minn
B o ard  o f D ire c to rs  
Charles H. Bultmann '66 
Colleyville, Texas
Robert M. Carlson 7 6 ,7 9  
Butte
Janece Welton Connor '58 
Spokane, Wash.
Janet Fowler Dargitz '57 
State College, Pa.
Kelly W. Elder *92
Missoula
Bart Erickson '64, ’67 
Missoula
Stefani Gray Hicswa *91 
Libby
R. Michael W. Higgs 7 6  
Eagan, Minn.
James Kolokotrones '86 
Daly City, Calif.
James K. Liles '69 
Miles City
Tiffany Gribbie Madden '86 
Billings
Tracy Lee Reich '86 
Vancouver, Wash.
John Walker Ross '66, '69 
Billings
Daniel D. Short 78
Kalispell
Robert J. Seim '59 
Missoula
Mary Ellen Cawley Turmell '64 
Rolling Hills Estates, Calif. 
Emily Hazelton Wells *92
Portland, Ore.
Joseph R. Whittinghill '89 
Seattle
A L U M N I O F F IC E  
Bill Johnston 7 9 , M.P.A. VI 
Executive Director 
The University of Montana 






Fifty Years Ago in the M issoulian. . .
M IS S O U L A , O c t 1 4 ,  1 9 8 0  - Advance I 
re g is tra tio n  for th e  M ontana S ta te  Uni­
v e rs ity  hom ecom ing ce leb ra tion  Nov.
17-18 began h ere  today. H ighlights of 
th e  annual p a r ty  for re tu rn in g  alum ni 
w ill be a  hi-Jinks show and a  dance, 
a  p a re n t-s tu d en t b reak fast, parade, b a r ­
becue, th e  U tah S tate-M ontana football 
game, open houses, social h ou r and  a 
second dance. A hom ecom ing reg ls tra - 
■ tion  tab le  is to be se t up a t Hotel 
F inlen in B utte n ex t w eekend when 
G rizzlies m eet th e  S ta te  college Bobcats, I 
says [homecoming] re g is tra tio n  c h a ir­
m an K erm it Schwanke.
1 . —-J
By Betsy Holmquist
Fifty years later alumni returning to Homecom­ing still attend dances, a parade, a football game, open houses and social hours. The 
Alumni Association still holds registration, although 
no tables in Butte, and tailgate parties surely result in 
unscheduled hi-jinks. This year’s Homecoming also 
featured fireworks, an art fair, a gubernatorial debate, 
several dedications, a show stopping Singing O n the 
Steps and more reunions than ever before.
A  50th reunion took place for the 1950 Grizzly 
football team. Teammates Ray Bauer, Don Campbell 
and Hal Sherbeck chaired the event, working from
notes and plans left by the late David “Moose”
Miller, who arranged the team’s 40th reunion ten 
years ago. A t Friday evening’s banquet, master of cer­
emonies Tommy Kingsford introduced the team’s 
manager, Ian Davidson, who joked that only in 
M ontana would a team invite its former waterboy to 
a reunion. “T he rest of us joked that we should have 
followed in Ian’s footsteps,” H al laughed, as many 
1950 Grizzlies went on to  careers in education and 
coaching, no t into the investment world as did Ian. 
Grizzly coach Joe G lenn joined the group and soon 
had them  singing “U p W ith Montana” to his piano 
accompaniment.
Team members gathered for a pre-parade brunch 
and were presented on the field at halftime. They 
met for dinner following the Griz win over Sacra' 
mento State. “Don’t  call me again to  head up a 
reunion, unless it’s for one in 2050!” Hal razzed his 
teammates as they said their goodbyes. In 1950 they 
beat their Homecoming rival U tah State 38-7. That 
year the Grizzlies went 5-5 overall and played the last 
season in the Pacific Coast Conference.
Hal Sherbeck returns to campus each week during 
football season from his home in Poison. This former 
Griz, UM football, basketball and baseball coach, and 
31-year veteran of the football and athletic departments at 
Fullerton College, spends Tuesday through Thursday with 
UM’s athletic department. “I just watch the players,” he 
explains. “It’s my chance to keep in touch with football.” 
A  touch that's lasted well over fifty years.
Members of the 1950 Grizzly football team indude, from left to right: Gordon Stewart Son City, Artz.; Hal Mans. Hamilton; Ray Baner, Great 
Fals; Jim Wilson. Trout Creek; Gordon Jones. Helena; Bob Lamity. Missoula; Tommy Kingsford, Peoria, Ariz.; Bob Anderson, Cbeney, 
Wash.: Earl Merrill. Billings: Don Orikh, Pullman. Wash.; Dick Moomaw, La Mesa, CaHf.; Paul Wold, BflHngs; Chick Murphy. Roswell. 
N.M-; Ian Davidson, Great Fals; Kenny Campbell, Lakewood, Colo.; Hal Sherbeck, Poison: Jack King, Kalispell: Gene Carlson, Pasco, 
Wash.; Don Campbell, Kennewick, Wash.; Jack Fahey, Missoula.
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International Discovery Continues
Future alumni Kail Heller, Germany; Christabelle Tsang, Hong Kong; Flora Lee, Hong Kong; Steven Kwan, 
Malaysia; Young-A Choi, Korea; Eli Koide, Japan; and Touma Hayakawa, USA, celebrate Homecoming on 
tbe International Student Association’s  parade float
By Joyce H. Brusin
The smiles said it all. W hen twenty- four of U M ’s international graduates returned for Homecoming 2000 their 
camaraderie returned with them. They 
immersed themselves in the spirit of con­
tinuing discovery, attending campus open 
houses, the Homecoming parade and the 
football game. Saturday ended in dinner 
together in the Presidents Room of Brandy 
[ Hall, where faculty, staff, administrators 
and Missoula host families joined them.
“W hile it might be difficult to imagine 
the significance of Homecoming for a stu­
dent from a foreign country, this event was 
truly a homecoming,” said Udo Fluck ’94, 
M.I.S. ’95, M.Ed. *95. Udo traveled from 
Bad Homburg, Germany, where he directs 
the International Media Business Admin­
istration department at the International 
Business School. “T he University of 
Montana was at some point a home for 
I every single foreign student during the time 
of their study in Missoula. Homecoming to 
international students is coming home to 
our educational roots.”
Jessica Aranda Woodall ’88 originally 
came to  UM from her homeland of Peru. 
This fall she traveled from her home in 
Charlotte, N orth Carolina, where she is a 
I vice president for technical services a t 
I Licom Systems, Inc.. “Although it has
grown and there are quite a few new build­
ings at U  of M and around the city, the 
friendliness and warmth of the people still 
make this University so unique,” she said.
For the past two years, UM administra­
tors have made a special effort to keep 
track of international alumni and keep 
them  active as ambassadors abroad. “It was 
decided that the year 2000 should be the 
start of a new initiative to encourage inter­
national alumni to visit the campus during 
UM ’s Homecoming weekend,” said Effie 
Koehn, director of foreign student and 
scholar services. “Plans are to  organize simi­
lar international alumni reunions every five 
years w ith assistance from those who 
already attended this year.”
Ramona Roedl o f Missoula and her fam­
ily look forward to Homecoming 2005 as 
much as anyone. “We have had wonderful 
experiences hosting and just being friends 
to  a number of international students since 
1977,” she said. “O ur family is much larger 
because of these fine people.”
Returning graduate Lina Barakat ’90 
was a member of UM ’s Homecoming 
Royalty C ourt in 1984- Originally from 
Lebanon, she now teaches fifth grade in 
Oakland, California. “It was a wonderful 
walk down memory lane,” she said of the 
reunion. “UM is really engraved in my 
mind and heart forever.”
Alumni Events
January, 2 0 0 1
7-14 Montana Alumni Caribbean 
Cruise
February, 2 0 0 1
8  A lum ni G athering, Denver
1 5  Charter Day, Missoula
M arch , 2 0 0 1
I -  11  Alumni International Travel
Legends of the Nile 
3 - 1 0  Alumni International Travel 
Sea of Cortez & Baja
9 Alumni Reception, San Diego
A p ril, 2 0 0 1
30- 5/8 Alumni Campus Abroad 
Salzburg, Austria




June, 2 0 0 1
27- 7/11 Alumni International 
Travel - Prague, the Elbe,
Berlin & Poland
July, 2 0 0 1
19- 8/3 Alumni International 
Travel - European Waterways
Septem ber, 2 0 0 1  
24- 10/2 Alumni Campus Abroad 
Portugal
O ctober, 2 0 0 1
I I -  13 Homecoming 2001
For more information on these events, call the 
UM Alumni Association at 1-800-862-5862.
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740  River St. • Near McCormick Park
embroidery A screen printing
World’s Finest Kickboats
Carrying capacity • Fins or oars • Versatility 
Rivers or lakes • Portability • Safety
Water Master
P.O. Box 5043, Missoula, MT 59806 
www.kickboat.com 
Call for a Free Brochure: (800) 239-7238
&
THE BROOKS
1074 Eastside Hwy., Corvallis, MT • 406-961-6895
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“With my Water Master I can 
k  float and fish flw most i u u r ti  
v  streams safely, f'flf , 
\  „ convinced the
B  best klckboat lor
fishing is the - 
Water Master.”
— Dave Whitlock
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Montanan Editor 
..; . I loved your Campus Clues article, but 
help please! I need a map.
Claudia Tidball 
Auburn, W ashington
A n e-mail to  Rita'Munzenrider 
University Relations news d irector
Hello Rita,I read the interesting note on the 
disappearing trees on the Oval in the Fall 
Montanan and hope that some generous 
benefactor with an arboreal bent will foot the 
bill for some new trees. It is my understand­
ing, however, that only the name of the dis­
ease is “Dutch elm.” The beautiful trees that 
fall victim to this disease are our native 
American elm trees.
By the way, the Campus Clues section is 
quite fun —  thanks for an up-close look at 
UM’s architectural highlights.
Poody M cLaughlin 
Wildlife Spatial Analysis Lab, UM
A n e-mail to  Bob Frazier 
UM Executive Vice President:
Bob:
I think I told you this before, but I will say it 
again.That publication, the Montanan, is 
really something else. O f all the crap I get 
from universities, that’s one thing that always 
ends up on my night stand at home.
The last issue was great. I even played the 
campus sleuth game or whatever it was 
called. Scored 0, but it was good reading.
Brian C . W hite 
Director o f University Services 
Director o f Internet Business Development 
T he  Collegiate Licensing Co.
A tlanta, Georgia
Dear Joan Melcher,
Hello! I just read your article “Saving 
Virginia City” in the Montanan magazine. 
Thank you for your wonderful article! How­
ever, I was rather disappointed to find no 
mention of the preservation crew. The 
preservation crew has but one goal —  to find 
a way to keep the buildings of Virginia City 
from falling down. The best way to accom­
plish this goal is to build a structure inside 
each building that will not only stabilize the 
building, but be structurally sound, aestheti­
cally pleasing, able to withstand seismic 
events and, most importantly, be historically
accurate. T he crew has concentrated its 
efforts this year in Sauerbier Blacksmith 
Shop. Work has consisted of building a tim­
ber frame structure inside the building, which 
supports the entire building and will enable it 
to stand for another 150 years. In addition, 
the crew assists with many other projects, 
from boardwalk replacement to archaeology 
to compliance issues.
C atherine N em eth  ’96 , M .A. ’97
Dear Editor:
I was very interested to read your article on 
Virginia City in the latest issue of the 
Montanan. I had been wondering what was 
happening to it since I saw a feature on it on 
CBS “Sunday Morning” several years ago.
I grew up in Cascade and remember sever­
al trips there as a child. My father, Harlan 
Mattson, knew Charlie Bovey. I remember 
when he started collecting historic buildings 
and assembled them as Old Town in the fair­
grounds in Great Falls. Then in 1969, my 
mother took my four children and me to 
Virginia City for several days and we loved it. 
I’m passing the article on to several of my 
children to let them know what has hap­
pened to Virginia City
M arilyn M . D ickinson ’54 
Pickford, Mississippi
Dear Editor:
I was happy to see your article on Virginia 
City in the recent Montanan. It is indeed a 
significant project and one that all Montan­
ans and UM alumni should support.
I felt in mentioning the contributions of 
UM and its alumni that you overlooked some 
significant contributions.The Montana 
Historical Society Foundation took the ini­
tiative and negotiated a purchase option with 
Mr. Bovey’s lawyers. The foundation took a 
huge chance that the Legislature would ulti­
mately make good on the option. It was 
before my retirement in 1998 as director of 
MHS and executive director of its founda­
tion. Ward Shanahan was and is president of 
the foundation. Jeanette Sayer McKee was 
the fundraising officer. All three of us are 
proud alumni of UM.
I should also note that the lobbyist that 
the foundation hired to help secure legisla­
tive agreement is I believe an alumni of the
UM law school —  Mona Jamison. Lastly, the 
faculty of UM’s history department raised 
several thousand dollars to go toward the pur­
chase-option cost —  the only institution of 
higher learning in Montana to show that 
support. Thank you for putting up with this 
and with providing a vehicle to keep up with 
events on campus.
B rian Cockhill 
Helena, M ontana
Dear Joan: "
Just a quick note to say well done and 
thank you for the article about Virginia City. 
Many have commented positively about it.
Jeff Tlberi
Executive Director, M ontana Heritage Commission
Dear Mr. Editor:
The Montanan issue (Spring 2000), “Not 
Your Father’s Generation,” has been gnawing 
on my mind for months; it can only be purged 
by sending you my reaction. I try to under­
stand this culture, but it is hard. Should any 
of today’s students want to understand my 
cultural background (improbable; call if 
research), I would suggest they go over to the 
library and check out The Sentinel for 1940. 
Look at the pictures: the men and women 
portrayed there —  especially the latter. These 
were strong women. Most of them had grand­
parents who came west with a wagon train. 
All of them surmounted the depression. They 
had a common purpose at the University: to 
be the best educated wives and mothers in 
the state.
The men accepted their obligations to 
take ROTC and marched proudly in the 
Grizzly Regiment. Nearly all of them were in 
the armed services within two years. I suspect 
academic standards were higher then, and 
students had less time and money for drink­
ing or policing the environment. No matter 
how mean their estate, they all wore coats 
and ties (or occasionally, sweaters), pressed 
pants, and shined shoes; with hair cut, and 
clean shaven.
I don’t  know what is meant by “not your 
father’s generation” — sounds like a kind of 
in-your-face rejection of previous genera­
tional standards? Excuse my acerbity.
H al Ekem  ’41 
Arlington, Virginia
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Kim Forman ’56 Boh A. Dickey ’66
Class Notes are compiled by Betsy Holmquist ’67, 
M.A. ’83. Submit news to the Alumni Association, 
Brantly Hall, The University of Montana, Missoula, 
MT 59812-0013. You may fax your news to (406) 
243-4467 or e-mail it to alumnote@selway.umt.edu. 
Material in this issue reached our office by 
September 1.
#  ’20s
Dorothy J. Bradinc ’29 was guest of honor at sum­
mer groundbreaking ceremonies for the Columbia 
Falls Junior High School. Dorothy graduated from 
Columbia Falls High School 75 years ago and is the 
only remaining member of her high school class. 
Dorothy received a degree in English from UM and 
enjoyed acting in plays while a student.
& ’30s
Ethel Chesterman Fleming ’37 writes from Billings, 
“Though I’m over 80, I’m still alive and kicking. In 
fact, I belong to ‘The Golden Dancers,’ a group of 
ladies between the ages of 55 and 85 who specialize 
in entertaining at retirement homes and senior citi­
zens centers. We’re still kicking ’em high and trying 
to recruit new dancers.”
#  ’40s
The 60th reunion for the class of 1941 will 
be held on campus May 17-19, 2001.
Adrien E. “ Gene”  Hirst ’42, a resident of Billings, 
recently published his book, “Rosebud Battle­
ground.”
Robert H. Fisher ’43 wrote “The Sapling,” a 
freshman forestry newsletter, and a “Montana 
Kaimin” column, “Vox Ursi,” while a student at 
UM. During World War I!, Bob wrote for the 
Army; his “Military Police Journal” was distributed 
to MPs world-wide. Now a resident of Tucson, 
Ariz., he continues writing, most recently an envi-
"Im agination is m ore im portan t 
th an  know ledge."
Albert Einstein
So true, but we believe we possess p len ty o f both 
when it  comes to advertising and graphic design.
7 J
vann's media services
a division of vanns.com
3623 Brooks •  Missoula, Montana 59801 
406.541.6023 •  jengen@vanns.com
ronmental article for Stone Container. “I was the 
beneficiary of two interested and helpful deans, 
[Forestry Dean Tom Spaulding and J-School Dean 
A.L. StoneJ,” Bob adds. “They launched me down 
the right path. I am still a Grizzly blessed with the 
memories of a great school and two fine leaders.”
#  ’50s
The 50th reunion for the class of 1951 will 
be held on campus May 17-19, 2001.
Leroy M . M oline ’52, who retired from his 
Glendive dental practice in June, has found interna­
tional homes for his dental equipment, instruments 
and library. A  free dental clinic in Mexico received 
five to ten percent of his equipment; the remainder 
is on its way to the cities of Naryn and Bishkek in 
Kyrgyzstan. Roy donated the items through an inter­
national partnership program linking the Montana 
National Guard and Kyrgyzstan. The program 
emphasizes improving disaster and emergency ser­
vices in former Soviet bloc countries. In September 
the Montana National Guard loaded Roy’s four den­
tal chairs, cabinets, equipment and professional 
library into a five-ton truck for the first leg of its 
journey to eastern Europe. The shipment is expect­
ed to arrive after the first of the year.
John D. Imsande ’53 retired in June as professors 
emeritus in the Dept, of Agronomy and the Dept, of 
Zoology/Genetics at Iowa State University. ISU’s 
Research Foundation has filed a patent application 
on John’s research aimed at improving the nutri­
tional value of soybean seeds. John’s biography will 
appear in the 2001 edition of “W ho’s W ho in
America.” He writes from his home in Ames, Iowa, 
“I thank The University of Montana for helping to 
get my career on track approximately 50 years ago!”
Donald C. Orlich ’53, D.Ed. ’63, adjunct professor 
at Washington State University, has published more 
than 100 professional papers since 1960, his most 
recent being “Education Reform and Limits to 
Student Achievement.” A  jazz aficionado, Don 
sends words of praise for two CDs recently recorded 
by UM alumni: “Love Story” by Dee Daniels ’70 and 
“I’m Still Swingin’” by Arnie Carruthers ’55.
K im  Forman ’56 was ordained an Episcopal priest 
in June and now serves at S t  Peter’s Church in 
Seattle’s International District. He is chaplain at the 
Swedish Hospital in Ballard and twice a month does 
street ministry through Operation Nightwatch. In 
1992 Kim earned a master’s degree in theology from 
the University of Dallas. He is a former member of 
the Alumni Association Board of Directors. Kim’s 
wife, M ary Travis Forman ’58, enjoys “being a profes­
sional volunteer and keeping up with seven grand­
children.”
Stanley C. Harrison ’56 retired in 1996 after 25 
years as a geologist for Exxon Exploration Co. 
Stanley lives in The Woodlands, Texas, and would 
like to hear from classmates at scharr@swbell.net.
Ga il  M cLain  Rader '59 is president of the 
Montana State Chapter of P.E.O. She is a licensed 
real estate broker and property manager in Havre.
£  ’60s
Boh A . Dickey ’66 was elected to the Potlatch 
Corporation Board of Directors. Boh is president 
and chief operating officer of SAFECO Corp. in
CLASS Plan now to





COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES featuring 
you  in silver o r gold caps and gowns 
accompanying the 2001 Graduating Class!
May 17-19, 2001
GLASSES Or
1941For further details call or write: 
The University of Montana Alumni Association
Brantly Hall 
Missoula, MT 59812 
406.243.5211 1.800.862.5862 i & i
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Gary L  Nelson '66 George H. Peck ’68 Carol Van Valkenburg ’72 Diana Lynne Burke ’82
Seattle.
Carolyn Dusek Jette '66 is part-owner of Prairie 
I Collection, a gift shop located in Stanford’s 
Historical Basin Trading Post.
[ Gary L  Nelson ’66 manages the Bo Jackson Sports and Fitness Center on the Nike World Campus in Beaverton, Ore. For 22 years following 
I graduation, Gary taught and coached a t Southern 
Oregon University in Ashland. He was athletic 
I director at MSU-Billings and the Multnomah 
Athletic Club. Gary and his wife, Sandi Bahr 
Nelson, live in  Tigard, Ore. They have two grown 
I children and two grandchildren.
W illiam  J. Beaman '67, M.A. ’72, retired as a vice 
president after 28 years with D.A.Davidson. Bill also 
|  retired as a Colonel with the Army Reserves where 
|  he spent 30 years, serving during the Vietnam era
I and as a participant in Desert Shield/Desert Storm. “Like many retirees," Bill writes, “I now go under the title of ‘consultant.’” Bill and his wife, V ic k i W atson 
Beaman ’68, reside in Helena.
Carolyn S. Nayematsu ’68 is executive director of 
the Multicultural Center for Academic Excellence 
at the University of Minnesota. Carolyn received 
I' her Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota and an 
Academic Staff Award for her accomplishments and 
services. She and her husband, Vincent Platt, an 
I  editor for West Group, reside in St. Paul.
George H. Peck ’68 is vice president for public 
affairs and operations for the Aurora, Colo., 
Chamber of Commerce. He formerly directed public 
I  affairs for the Medical Center of Aurora.
HP ’70s
Thomas A . Cannon 72  is city manager for Tybee 
Island, a beach resort near Savannah, Ga. After 
I  retiring from the Army in 1994 as a Lt. Col., Tom 
worked in municipal positions in Dandridge and 
Sevierville, Term. He invites friends to visit Tybee 
Island and to  e-mail him at tcannon@-cityofty- 
bee.org.
Holland W . Karlin  72, a teacher at Big Timber 
Grade School, is one of 200 teachers selected 
nationwide for the 1999 Presidential Award for 
Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching. 
He received a $7,500 educational grant for his 
school, a Presidential citation and a trip to 
I  Washington, D.C.
Charles E. Scott, M.A. 72 , professor of econom­
ics at Loyola College in Baltimore, Md., received a 
I  Fulbright Scholarship to teach at Bilkent University 
in Ankara, Turkey, for five months beginning March 
I  2001. In 1993 Charles taught at Tallinn Technical 
University in Tallinn, Estonia, on a Fulbright and in 
1994 received the Chair’s Award for Distinguished 
Teaching in Economics at Loyola College.
Carol Bulger Van Valkenburg, 72, M.I.S. ’88, UM 
journalism professor, is one of three Journalism 
Teachers of the Year selected by T he Freedom 
|$ Forum; a nonpartisan international foundation pro- 
■  moting free press and free speech. Carol was hon­
ored for the creation and development o f UM’s
Native News Honors Project, a senior-level class 
that challenges student reporters, photographers and 
editors to go beyond mainstream journalism and 
broaden the coverage of American Indians. Carol, 
faculty advisor to the “Montana Kaimin,” received 
$10,000 as part of her award.
Tim othy P. B ric k  75 owns Brick Wheels in 
Traverse City, Mich. The bicycle/ski store has been 
named one of the nation’s top 100 bike shops four 
times.
M elvin  M cNea 75 a CPA with Summers, McNea 
&  Company P.C. of Billings, was named Montana 
Accountant Advocate of the Year for 2000 by the 
U.S. Small Business Administration.
Kathie L  Jenni 76 is professor of philosophy at the 
University of Redlands where she has taught ethics 
and social philosophy since 1988. This spring she 
received the Faculty Review Committee’s 
Outstanding Service Award. Kathie has published 
essays on animal rights ethics, moral psychology and 
social philosophy. A  resident of Orange, Calif., she 
enjoys summers in Lewistown.
Jenanne B . S o lberg  , 76, M.M. 78, a ten-year fac­
ulty member at Billings Central Catholic High 
School, is director of the school’s bands, choirs and 
orchestra. Jenanne is also a 20 year member of the 
Billings Symphony, where she serves as principal 
viola.
W illia m  C. B a rle t, M.A. 77, M.P.A. 78, is direc­
tor of Broadband Access Evolution for Qwest in 
Boulder, Colo. “Treasure your time in Missoula and 
at UM,” he writes. “The good Lord did his best work 
when he blessed us with Montana.” John and his 
wife, Belinda, have three children: Brittany 16, 
Chase 11 and Addison 8. William concludes, “I live 
in beautiful Colorado, but have always argued that
John Denver’s bona fide Rocky Mountain High was 




J r. ’80, senior vice presi­
dent and financial con­
sultant in D.A. David­
son’s Coeur d’Alene 
office, is co-author of 
“Let’s Save America!”
The book is aimed at 
helping adults realize the 
value of saving. A  dollar 
from the sale of each 
book goes to the Let’s 
Save America Founda­
tion, which focuses on 
teaching school children the importance of saving.
C hristine  E. Brum m er ’81 is vice president for tax 
and legal affairs with Arbor Investments Group in 
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. Christine previously was a 
director in the Detroit offices of Price Waterhouse 
Coopers.
Diana Lynne B urke ’82 is vice president and pro­
fessional banking manager for Bank of the West in 
Portland, Ore. Diana develops and manages deposit 
and loan relationships with professional firms in the 
Portland area.
C u ff B a ra  ’83, a teacher at Troy High School, is 
one of200 teachers selected nationwide for the 1999 
Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics 
and Science. He received a $7,500 educational
p a a —
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARDS
Nom inate Someone fyteat!
Each year at Homecoming, The University of Montana Alumni Association 
honors outstanding alumni. Recipients of the Distinguished Alumni Awards 
are individuals who have distinguished themselves in a particular field 
and who have brought honor to the University, the state or the nation.
The focus of this award is career achievement and/or service to 
The University of Montana. Up to six awards can be given annually.
O v
All University alumni and friends are invited to nominate 
a graduate or former student for this award. Please call the 
Alumni Office at 406.243.5211 or 1.800.862.5862, to request 
a nomination form. Nominations must be submitted by April 13, 2001.
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Dana Black Hogan ’84  Man Chung Ho ’93  and Sharon Muller-Ho ’85  Valerie McRIH-Samson ’86
grant, a Presidential citation and a trip to 
Washington, D.C.
M argaret “ Peggy”  W orden ’83 and Mark Allen 
Larson were married May 5 in Missoula. They live in 
Reliance, Wyo.
Kyle H. Albert, M.A. ’84, creates copy for 
Websites, direct mail, brochures, catalogs, print ads 
and radio as “Copy CheP’ at kyle@copychef.com. 
Kyle, his wife, Judi, and three-year-old son, Ivan, 
live in Boise, Idaho.
Dana Black Hogan ’84 and T.J. Hogan were mar­
ried July 8. Dana teaches English at Seattle 
Lutheran High School and T.J. is an accountant for 
Glitsa American. They reside in North Seattle.
Sharon M uller-Ho ’85 is principal flute for the 
Northwest Symphony Orchestra and the Northwest 
Mahler Festival Orchestra. She is associate principle 
flute with the Rainier Symphony Orchestra and 
Orchestra Seattle. Shari is also a member of The 
Lake Quartet, a professional flute quartet, and plays 
in ballet, opera and musical theater orchestras in the 
Seattle area. She and her husband, M an Chung Ho 
’93, recently moved into their first home, which 
overlooks Puget Sound and the Olympic Mountains.
Valerie M cRill-Samson ’86, a third-grade teacher 
at Peterson Elementary School in Kalispell, was 
awarded a 1999 Presidential Award for Excellence 
in Mathematics and Science Teaching. Valerie’s 
winning submission, “Kids in Socks,” based on Dr. 
Seuss’s “Fox In Socks,” incorporates math, graphing, 
weighing, numbers, geometry, literature, art and 
drama She received a $7,500 educational grant for 
her school and a Presidential citation during recog­
nition ceremonies this fall in Washington, D.C.
M ichael Dennis Sweeney ’87 is an immigration 
caseworker with the Bay A rea Vietnamese-
American community. He and his wife, Nipakhom, 
and daughters Marisa, Sarah and Katy, live in San 
Jose. Michael spent seven years working in Thailand 
prior to 1997 and hopes to work overseas for the 
State Department in 2001.
Carl W ackerman ’88 is in his fourth year as band 
and choral director at International Community 
School in Bangkok, Thailand. You may e-mail him 
at carlics@loxinfo.co.th.
G re g o ry  F. V iggiano ’89 received a Yale 
Fellowship to work towards his doctorate degree in 
Greek classical history and philology, specializing in 
Homer. In 1998 Greg earned a master’s degree in 
classical studies from the University of Texas at 
Austin. He resides in New Haven, Conn.
#  ’90s
Brenda W atts ’90, ’93, M.A. ’93, is assistant pro­
fessor of Spanish at Lycoming College in 
Williamsport, Penn. Brenda earned a doctorate 
degree in romance languages a t the University of 
Oregon, Eugene.
Kelly W . Elder '92, a history and social studies 
teacher a t Fergus High School in Lewistown, 
received a James Madison Fellowship to fund his 
pursuit of a master’s degree in political science. Kelly 
is attending graduate classes at UM and will con­
clude his degree work a t Georgetown University 
next summer. This past summer he spent five weeks 
on a Fulbright Cultural Exchange to Thailand and 
then worked as an aviation dispatcher and helitack 
crew member for the U.S. Forest Service in Helena. 
Kelly is a current member of the Alumni 
Association’s Board of Directors.
N eal Leathers '92, B rad Robinson '92 and B iorn 
Nabozney ’93 are owners/partners o f Missoula’s Big
Bjorn Nabozney ’93 and Brad Robinson *92
Sky Brewing Company. “We now employ thirteen 
people,” Brad reports, “and are working on an 
expansion that will vault us to 25 employees.” Brad 
and Bjorn started the brewery in 1995, and now sell 
their beer “from Alaska to  South Dakota.” A ll three 
are married to UM alumnae: Neal to L o ri J. Hudak 
’87, Brad to Susan M andeville  Robinson ’95, and Bjorn 
to Tamara O lson-Nabozney ’97.
Kaia Lynn Lenhart ’92 is a senior public affairs offi­
cer at the United Nations in Washington, D.C.
Sharon Zunick Moses ’92, M.A. ’99, received a 
full-ride scholarship to Cornell University in Ithaca, 
N.Y., to pursue a doctorate degree in anthropology. 
Her three-year curriculum program, focusing on 
ancient belief systems, cultures and rituals, will be 
followed by a year of field work and a dissertation. 
Sharon was coordinator o f Native American Affairs 
at Flathead Valley Community College where she 
organized and led troupes o f  Native American 
drummers, singers and dancers on trade missions to 
Japan. After earning her master’s degree in anthro­
pology at UM , she spent six weeks with archaeolog­
ical scholars on digs in Belize and Guatemala. 
Sharon’s dream is to teach at the college leveL
Tom G ardner ’93 is co-founder o f The Motley 
Fool. Tom graduated from Brown University, then 
attended UM  where he studied linguistics and geog­
raphy and claims that here he, “got the best educa­
tion I ever got.” The Motley Fool, Inc. includes the 
popular W eb site, www.Fool.com, a syndicated 
newspaper column, a weekly radio show and several 
best-selling books, all dealing with personal finance.
M ichae l J. Burke ’94 is the Pfizer Parke-Davis 
northwest district manager for women’s health care. 
A  recipient o f many sales awards since joining the 
company in 1997, Mike resides in Portland, Ore.
R achel I. S ch ne lle r ’95 is editor-in-chief of “The 
Bologna Center Journal o f  International Affairs." 
Rachel resides in Bologna, Italy, and credits UM’s 
writing program for the background it provided her.
Cheyan M . Towne '95, a resident o f Las Vegas, is 
finishing her master’s degree in marketing from the 
University o f Akron, Ohio.
K ris te n  L  Adams *96 is the Washington state 
on/off-premise market manager for Brown-Forman
The University of Montana
Give your teenager a taste o f college life!
T TTTITT TT3 ^ w a n k e  Summer Institute, sponsored by 
[1 /1  A  9  The Davidson Honors College, is designed to 
1  i l l  lil.H U  Ik ; ■ give high school juniors and seniors an exciting 
'JW ITTfTTiFilTl academic experience. Students choose from 
11 III III 9  . J  among the following two-credit courses offered 
H!A!lijULiiL91J by three of UM’s outstanding faculty: Approaches 
■ I I M  T T T T T T n to Film. Creative Writing, and Exploring Biological 
111 Li 1111119 Diversity: Fire and Natural Succession. Students 
111 P J 1 1 1 ' i  1 1  will also hike in the Rattlesnake Wilderness area
June 17-29,2001 and picnic at Seeley uke-
For more inform ation, please call th e  DHC at 
v  . ^  4 0 6 .2 4 3 .2 5 4 1 or e-m ail: sobrien@ selw ay.um t.edu
fgjfe Application deadline: May 1. 2001
Approximate costs: In-state students: $564 
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE APPLY EARLY! Out-of-state students: $ 1.039







Carl Wackerman '88 Brenda Watts '90 Kelly W. Elder '92 Michael J. Burke '94 Jennifer Zellmer '98
Beverages Worldwide. Kristen previously worked as 
a retail sales analyst for Brown-Forman.
Lori P. Carey ’96, a reporter for the “Helena 
Independent Record,” is among the Montana Small 
Business Journalists for 2000 chosen by the U.S. 
Small Business Administration. Lori has been with 
the “Independent Record” since 1997, and focuses 
her writing on issues affecting small business.
Nancy Lam b  Roth ’96 and Stephen Roth ’96 were 
married in August 1998. Nancy earned her master’s 
degree in speech/language pathology a t the 
University of Maryland in 1999. Stephen received 
his doctorate degree in kinesiology/exercise physiol­
ogy there in May and is a post-doctoral research fel­
low in the Dept, of Human Genetics at the 
University of Pittsburgh. Their son, Nels Stanton 
Roth, was bom July 24 in Pittsburgh.
Erica S. Olsen, M.F.A. ’98, is the Carl Djerassi 
Fiction Fellow a t the W isconsin Institute for 
Creative Writing, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
for 2000-2001.
Jennifer Zellmer ’98 has completed two years on 
the cruise staff of Holland America. Jen has traveled 
on the Caribbean, through the Panama Canal, the 
Alaskan inland passage, the Mediterranean, the 
Baltics and will embark on a 96-day world cruise in
January. Her duties include hosting nightly theme 
parties, daily sports activities, game shows, escorting 
tours and welcoming and assisting passengers. “The 
world’s a wonderful place to see,” she writes, “but 
there’s no place like Montana, and I miss my family 
and friends dearly.”
New Life M embers
Suzanne E. Crocker ’64, Palo Alto, Calif.
Jon Freeland ’97, Missoula 
Joseph F. Govednik ’60, Orinda, Calif.
James T. Hauck ’90, Billings
Sara Fenter Knies ’90, Bellingham, Wash.
Patrick A . M adison ’76, Golden, Colo.
Debra Schmitt M agures ’87, Englewood, Calif.
W illiam  L  M cChesney ’70, Miles City 
Louise M cChesney, Miles City 
Heidi Beals M cClain  ’74, Smyrna, Ga.
W illia m  P. M ufich  ’42, Butte 
George R. Pease ’30, Lynnwood, Wash.
Patricia J. Shevun ’97, Portland, Ore.
Steve R. S ib ra  ’79, Missoula
M onte J. Solberg ’79, Lewistown 
Starla Peck Solberg ’80, Lewistown 
Geoffrey J. Sutton ’75, Missoula 
Joseph A . Turmell ’69, Calexico, Calif.
In M emoriam
To be included in In Memoriam, the Alumni 
Association requires a newspaper obituary or a letter 
of notification from the immediate family. We 
extend sympathy to the families of the following 
alumni, friends and faculty:
A nna M . Sestak Lukens ’23, Missoula 
M abel E. Cyr Driscoll ’26, Omaha, Neb.
M arvin M ason M arcy '27, Hayden Lake, Idaho 
Sylvia  Erickson Taylor ’29, San Francisco 
Ellen Christine Shields ’33, Billings 
M ary W ilkinson Jackson ’34, Scio, Ore.
George Beck Long ’34, Portland, Ore.
B . M eyer Harris ’35, Laurel
Elizabeth “ B etty”  W right Paul ’36, Hamilton






Featuring twelve spectacular reproductions from The University of Montana 
Museum of Fine Arts Permanent Collection, this full-color 28-page calendar 
is free to all dues-paying members. Membership in The University of Montana 
Alumni Association (UMAA) offers numerous benefits, some of which indude: 
invitations to alumni events in your area, guaranteed delivery of the Montanan, 
free lifetime e-mail through zGrizziies.com, UMAA MasterCard and much more. 
UMAA membership privileges are just a phone call away...don’t  delay!
Call today to join and receive 
your free UM Alumni Calendar!
Please have your credit card handy.
1.800.862.5862
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP-Single $3 5 /D u a l $5 0  
LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP-Single $400 /D u a l $5 50
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Charles H. Schramm V37, Billings 
Patricia B . Taylor ’38, Wichita, Kan.
Harriet Hammond W yckoff '38, Gig Harbor, Wash. 
Howard Jordan Doyle '39, Statesville, N.C.
Leif A . Dreyer '40, Billings 
B . Franklin Sigman '41, Spokane, Wash.
H. Lee Hamlett '42, Casa Grande, Ariz.
Loretto Charlotte Lohman James ’42, Great Falls 
Robert B. Plummer '42, Thompson Falls 
Calvin  Stanford Robinson '42, Kalispell 
Dallas W illiam  “ B ill”  Beaman '43, Missoula 
Stanford A . M cGuire '43, Missoula
Helen M cDonald Clark '44, Butte 
Eileen M urphy Guay '44, Kalispell 
V irginia M ackey M cCarthy '45, Missoula 
W illiam  L  Jesse '47, Grand Junction, Colo.
Rudolph Paul “ Rudy”  Koch '47, M.A. ’52, Butte 
M ariann E. Alexander '48, Fort Worth, Texas 
Kenneth A . Hallead ’49, Lincoln City, Ore.
Ivan H. Hodges, M.A. ’49, Troy
Erford “ Bob”  Jaqueth '50, Libby
Charles W illiam  “ B ill”  Jardine, L.L.B. ’50, Miles City
Harold “ Harley”  Keyser '50, Missoula
James D. M urphy '50, Butte
Thomas Franklin M urray, J.D. ’50, Missoula 
W esley Ryland W oodgerd '50, M.S. ’52, Stevensville 
Gomien D . Brown '51, Great Falls 
Beryl Handford Overton '53, Portland, Ore.
N . Lawrence Coloff '54, M.A. ’61, Puyallup, Wash.
H ubert W. K e ltn e r, M.A. ’54, Sandpoint, Idaho
Scott Charles Leedham '55, Billings
Thelma J. Donithan Kekich ’56, Missoula
Sharon Tr i Gillett '58, Missoula
M arguerite Hansen K inney '58, Missoula
Olga R . “ Ollie”  Travis ’58, Eureka
Evelyn M ikkelsen Stauffer, M.A. ’59, Dillon
John F. Iwen ’60, J.D. ’60, Great Rills
M arabeth Louise Schmitz '60, Kalispell
Craig  E. Sm ith  '60, Klamath Falls, Ore.
Jack David Lincoln ’61, St. Regis
Rose M arie Stiver '61, Las Vegas
Karen M arie Tomsik Blank '62, Bozeman
Susan M . Puphal Koch ’64, M.A. ’76, Missoula
Alden Everett Beller, M.A. ’65, Kalispell
Kathleen “ Kay”  Bangman Luding '65, Ft. Collins, Colo.
Ladd E. M acaulay '66, Juneau, Alaska
David Eldah Payne '66, Mill Creek, Wash.
Kenneth E. Schwisow '66, Merced, Calif.
Kathleen W illiam s  Thompson '66, Missoula
W. James “ Jimm”  W orth ing ton  '66, Kalispell
Douglas G. Anton, D.Ed. ’68, Castle Rock, Colo.
M elvin J. W ojcik '69, Helena
Judith Larson Chapman ’75, Missoula
Jan Rothermel '75, Missoula
M ichael John Laabs ’76, Bigfork
John J. Harper 77, Lewistown
Launce A. A irh a rt 78 , Hopkins, Minn.
Christopher John M cCormick '81, Elephant Butte, N.M. 
Anita Jane M iller Osborne '82, Great Falls 
Paula Jean Jeluson ’85, Seattle 
Phyllis Kay Jun Bray '92, Whitefish 
James M ichael Adkins '94, J.D. ’98, Boise, Idaho 
Douglas Patrick Ellman  '94, Silverton, Ore.
Bruce A. M y c ro ft '94, Florence 
M a ry  M ista  B e ll, Missoula 
R obert J. Boyd, Anaconda 
Yvonne B lackw e lde r B yrne, Laurel
T-Shirts & Beer Stuff from 
Moose's Saloon in Montana!
FREE color brochure available 
Moostty M ooses. PO Box 668. Kalispel. Montana 59903 
Phone: 1-406-755^667 F ax  1-406-755-9391 
web: http://www. montanaweb.com/mooses
Northgate Plaza Community Medical Center Florence 
2230 North Reseive Street 2805 South Avenue West 285 Rodeo Drive
(406)721-0533  (406)728-6507  (406)273-2366
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O F  Y O U R  G O O D
EXTRAORDINARY 
HANDCRAFTED DESIGNS.
211 North Higgins, Downtown Missoula 
www.bameyjettejewelry.com
A N D  O U R
G O O D





Now With Three 
Locations in the 
Missoula Area
Community
■ Minor Emergency Care... 
Illness or Injury
■ No Appointment Necessary




E L E G A N T
E X P R E S S I O N S
Ezio Cappadocia, Hamilton, Ontario 
Louise C astles, Portland, Ore.
W illia m  David D iehl, East Helena
Joyce E lbe  Folsom , Missoula
M adlyn H u lla , Missoula
N eil Eugene Johnson, Cut Bank
W illia m  John K uber, Missoula
Douglas W . M ayer, Missoula
Henry G. M cC lernan, Butte
Lots A . M eu li, Dayton
John “ Jack”  M ilfo rd  Onstad, Missoula
Joyce Ann Paim er, Phoenix
James H. P rovost, Washington, D.C.
Ruth M a ry  B a ile y Q uast, Corvallis 
M argere te Sommer, Missoula 
Carm euta C. S tokan, Helena 
R obert Lee Velde, Missoula
BIRTHS
N oah Benjamin George to W endy N ord George 
’93 and Joe George IV, February 12, Missoula 
James Theodore O ’Rourke to M ich e lle  Munson 
O’Rourke ’94 and M ichae l John O’Rourke '93, Febru­
ary 13, Great Falls
Gaige William DeShazer to La ra  A . DeShazer ’94  
and R obert Scon DeShazer ’93, March 3, Missoula 
Ella Lucille Delger to C h ris tina  Seeley D e lger ’94 
and Craig Delger, May 15, Cary, N.C.
Sean Patrick Kaleva to E lizabeth M aloney Kaleva, 
J.D. ’95 and Joe l Loub Kaleva J.D. ’95, June 6, 
Helena
Alexandra Rarae Barkus to Tamara Lee Barkus, 
J.D. ’96, and Jason A llen Barkus, June 7, Havre 
Lucas Roy Jensen to Peggy E berhart Jensen ’86, 
’96 and R ichard Roy Jensen ’96, July 7, Anaconda
We can get you 
in the door.
Advertise in the Montanan and reach more 
Montanans than any other magazine pub­
lished today. The Montanan is direct- 
mailed to approximately 60,000 people, 
35,000 of whom live in Montana. The rest 
wish they were here —  at least part of the 
time!
So use your advertising dollars where they 
will count.
Call our advertising representative, Lowell 
Hanson —  (406) 728-3951 —  for an 
advertising brochure.
Classified Advertising: Coming
in the next issue. Contact Lowell for a 
listing of our low classified rates.
’BOOKSTORE
a t  THE UNIVERSITY of  MONTANA
Check out our online collection of 
Grizzly logo wear and merchandise
In the University Center on The University of Montana campus 
(406) 243-4921 Monday -  Friday 8 AM -  6 Saturday 10 AM -  6 PM
W inter 2000-01 M ontanan 3 5
The University of Montana celebrated its 
100th birthday in 1993. As part of the 
Centennial Celebration, the area around the 
Grizzly Bear sculpture was paved with bricks.
These bricks form the Centennial Circle and 
are engraved with names of special people. 
These could include you, current or future UM 
students or your classmates, family members; 
friends, teachers — anyone you would like to 
honor.
By purchasing a brick for $ 150, you will help 
support the University.
For more information or a free brochure, call 
University Relations at (406) 243-2488, or visit 
our web site at: www.umt.edu/urelations/bricks.
REAL MONEY, REAL LEARNING.
Each year, D.A. Davidson & Co. has helped students at colleges and universities 
across our region learn first-hand about investing and portfolio management 
through its Student Investment Program. Teams at participating schools invest 
and manage $50,000 provided by D.A. Davidson and can share a large part of 
the profit with their school. Here is each school s performance results:
• Washington State University-Pullman . 57£19% • University of Utah-Salt Lake City . . .  .13.72%
•UniversityofWashington-Seattle ...4 2 5 2 %  • CarrollCollege-Helena..........................12.91%
• Boise State University....................... 31.74% • Gonzaga University-Spokane ................9.83%
• University of Oregon-Eugene...........18.81% • University of Idaho-Moscow..................8.88%
• University of Montana-Missoula . . . .  18.61% • Montana State University-Bozeman . . .  £.67%
• University of Great Falls ....................16.15% • Brigham Young University-Provo..........6.31%
• Montana State University-Billings . . .  14.91% • Westminster College-Salt Lake City . . .  3.73%
DAVIDSON
COMPANIES
This (all, D.A. Davidson & Co. presented checks totaling nearly $49,000 to 
the 14 participating schools, including a check for $3,397 to University of 
Montana—Missoula. Since 1985, the total contribution has exceeded $250,000.
D A
p .' • |  The investm ent in  education is priceless.
Davidson ______
& Co. m em berSIPC 406-543-8244 or 1-800-332-1615 283 West Front Street, Suite 101 Missoula, MT 59802
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four Fabulous Ways 
T o  Live O n  Flathead Lake
Now you can live on the West’s largest n a tu ra l freshw ater 
lake and on a  27-hole championship golf course and still 
get to choose from  a  variety of home sizes, prices and styles.
W hether you’re looking for a  seasonal, vacation or perm anent 
home, you’ll find th a t Mission Bay has ju s t w hat you had in  mind.
P atio  Homes. Exclusively designed for Mission Bay, they 
feature m aintenance-free convenience, desirable single-floor 
living p lus custom options such as walkout basements.
Town Homes. These contem porary no-maintenance homes 
offer spacious kitchens, vaulted ceilings, private patios 
and oversized two car garages.
F airw ay  Homes. These stylish, value packed designs 
enable you to have a custom-created 3 bedroom 2 bath  home on 
a large golf course view homesite for a very affordable price.
Custom  Homes and  Hom esites. O ur generously sized homesites 
enable you to create your own custom  lake estate.
O ur m aintenance-free homes s ta rt a t $179,000. 
Fairway Homes from $189,900. Homesites featuring lake, 
m ountain and/or golf course views from  $46,900.
Contact u s today for the finest choice in  Flathead Lake living.
Flathead lake golf community
Poison, M ontana 8 0 0 - 3 7 5 - 0 4 8 7  406-883-1730 
Em ail: m fo@ m issionbayhome.com  www .m issionbayhom e.comCustom Homes
Gallaghers, W ashingtons Latest 
to Receive O rder of the Grizzly
friends of Rosemary Gallagher who saluted her at an Order of the Grizzly ceremony.
I t  was a “mutual admiration society” when the Order of the Grizzly was conferred by President George Den­nison on the late William J. Gallagher, Rosemary 
Gallagher, Dennis and Phyllis Washington during Home­
coming 2000.
Rosemary said, “I’m  so proud of those young people,” 
and Dennis admitted, “I always get emotional when I 
talk about Bill Gallagher and what I learned from him.”
Her health kept Rosemary Gallagher from the main 
ceremony on October 7 but she received the bronze griz­
zly signifying the award at her home. There, before 
about twenty friends, President Dennison acknowledged 
the role she and her husband had played in the con­
struction of the business school building that bears their 
name. He said, “This award is for philanthropists and 
civic leaders who have changed the face of T he Univer­
sity of Montana. Physically, the Gallagher Building 
changed the face of the campus and from a programmat­
ic standpoint, Bill and Rosemary have deeply affected 
the lives of countless students.”
T he Washingtons’ recognition came at the Presi­
dent’s Club Dinner later that evening. Milt Datsopoulos and Ron 
MacDonald, both long time friends of the Washingtons, paid trib­
ute to Dennis and Phyllis’s individual contributions to the Univer­
sity as well as the financial support they have provided through 
structures —  Washington-Grizzly Stadium, Prescott House and the 
Center at Salmon Lake —  and scholarships and academic pro­
grams. Additionally, Phyllis headed the University’s last capital
George Dennison recounts Dennis and Phyllis Washington’s  many contributions to the 
University before bestowing the Order of the Grizzly.
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campaign, which nearly doubled its $40 million goal, raising $71.3 
million for UM.
Dennis, who holds an honorary degree from UM, is a role model 
and inspiration for aspiring entrepreneurs. In his tribute to his men­
tor, Bill Gallagher, Dennis recalled that Gallagher provided him a 
start-up loan for his business and he told of his gratitude for both 
the money and the encouragement, confidence and advice given by 
j the Gallaghers.
Art Brown, outgoing chairman of the UM Foundation 
Board of Trustees, who served as master of ceremonies, 
assisted President Dennison in the Order of the Grizzly 
bestowal ceremonies. Other program participants were 
Dennis Washington’s cousin, Trudy King Evenson, her 
daughter Tonja King, Gallagher Scholar Larissa Martinez 
and Gina Lapka. For those who hadn’t attended the event 
at Rosemary Gallagher’s home, President Dennison reprised 
the ceremony and made the statue presentation, at Mrs. 
Gallagher’s request, to her friend, Dee Dee Gianchetta, on 
her behalf.
The Order of the Grizzly, the University’s most presti­
gious award, was first awarded in the 1960s and then 
retired until it was reactivated last spring and redefined to 
acknowledge philanthropic and civic achievement There 
are now twenty-nine recipients of the Order of the Grizzly.
Bio Station Gets $1.5 M illion Grant for Professorship
The McKnight Foundation of Minneapolis has commit­ted $1.5 million to endow a professorship in limnology research at the Flathead Lake Biological Station?
The Foundation sent its $1 million check for the station 
soon after the gift was announced on Aug. 12, but has stipulat­
ed the remaining $500,000 be matched by $1 million from 
other private sources. A  fund|raising drivie is underway to ful­
fill the match. President George Dennison gaid, “This grant 
puts the University in a wonderful position to complete the 
effort on behalf of the station and we appreciate it very much.” 
With the McKnight grant, the biological station will have 
|h e  second o f the five endowed professorships it seeks to build 
a collaborative team of scientists and researchers who can 
investigate environmental issues on a global scale. Station
Director Jack Stanford, holder of the first endowed professor­
ship at the station, says the team approach will provide a 
model, applicable worldwide, for studies of pristine or near- 
pristine waters. Endowing the positions, he says, facilitates I  
interaction of highly-regarded scientists with decision makers 
who share goals of stemming environmental degradation.
The drive for the endowed professorships is part of an 
overall fund-raising effort for securing scientists and research 
assistants as well as the construction and renovation of the 
station’s facilities. Plans call for construction of a multimedia 
center, lecture hall and interpretative center with self-guided 
trails and tours of the station’s forest and shoreline. Endowing 
the lake water monitoring program, now in its third decade, is 
also a fund-raising goal.
Journalism Grad Elected to Foundation’s Top Post
Penny Wagner Peabody ’61, ’67 was elected chairman of the UM Foun­dation Board of Trustees at the 
annual meeting during Homecoming.
Peabody, who lives in Mercer Island, 
Washington, has been a trustee since 1995. 
She had headed the board’s planning com­
mittee, served as treasurer and was elevated 
to vice chairman after the 1999 death of 
Bruce Cook. She succeeds Art Brown of
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, who continues as a 
member of the board’s executive committee 
through Peabody’s term.
New vice chairman is Deborah Doyle 
McWhinney ’77, Tiburon, California, and 
treasurer is John Olson ’62, Sidney.
The newly-elected trustees bring the 
total of the board’s membership to forty. 
Each new trustee will serve a three-year 
term and be eligible for reelection to
another term in 2003. They are:
David Enger ’67, ’72, Seattle 
Priscilla Pickard Gilkey ’62, Spokane 
A.J. “Jack” King ’50, Kalispell 
Bob Munzenrider ’70, Minneapolis 
Charles Oliver, Hamilton 
D om  Parkinson, Prescott, Arizona 
Kent Price ’65, ’66, Kentfield, California 
Phyllis Peterson Washington ’64, Missoula
New Putting Green Makes Golf a Year-Round Sport
R uss Klingler ’60 predicts that a UM  golfer will make it to the PGA (or LPGA) Tour some day.
“It’s a matter of ‘when,’ not ‘if,’” he says. 
Klingler, through his family founda­
tion and DTT, the artificial turf company 
in which he’s a partner, made a gift to 
fund a synthetic-turf practice green at the 
University Golf Course. The advantage of 
artificial turf, he says, is that maintenance 
is practically non-existent and it greatly 
expands the golf practice season.
Kevin Verlanic, general manager of 
the UM golf course, notes “Even if there’s 
snow on the ground, if it’s a nice clear 
day, we’ll just shovel off the snow and it’ll
be ready for use.”
The UM course caters to a wide array 
of people. “Unlike some courses,” Verla­
nic says, “we welcome beginners and want
Russ Klingler watches a golf class practice on the 
artificial green bis foundation provided for the 
University Golf Course.
to develop golfers.” The idea of develop­
ing talent at UM is what appealed to 
Klingler. UM offers golf classes and indi­
vidual lessons which all have good enroll­
ment in summer school and in the fell.
The success of golf phenom Tiger Woods 
has greatly increased interest in the sport 
and therefore use of the UM course. 
Students meeting for a class the day 
Klingler dropped by to observe were 
mainly new golfers.
Sophomore Jessica Cameron said prac­
ticing on the turfs consistent surface 
allows her to concentrate more on her golf 
swing and putting technique without wor­
rying so much about the vagaries of grass.
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S p en d  en ough  tim e w ith
NATURE an d  SHE’LL
tell you her secrets.
When you work, in  th e forest every 
day, you get to know  it pretty w ell. 
Over time, with the aid of scientific research 
and observation, we've become better able to 
match our reforestation methods with nature’s 
own processes, ensuring beautiful forests 
for generations to come. To find out more 
about how nature has taught Plum Creek to 
maintain sustainable forests while producing 
high-quality wood products, call toll free 
877-219-2647 or v is i t  www.plumcreek.com.
Plum  Creek
Leaders in Environmental Forestry
Fred Harbeck/Log Buyer 6C Estimator 
UM Forestry School Graduate, Class of '99
MONTANA* IDAHO 
!g p M  LOG HOMES
1069 U.S. Highway 93 North - Victor, MT 59875 • (406) 961-3092 
1-800-600-8604 • email: info@mtidlog.com • http://www.mtidlog.com
Text Messaging can 
really make your day.
Get stock quotes, check your e-mail and receive non-voice data all on your mobile 
phone, all with Text Messaging from Blackfoot Communications. It’s easy to use, 
just $7 per month and only available with Blackfoofs Digital PCS technology. 
Don’t have wireless PCS?7hen now would be a great time to switch. For details, 
talk to a Blackfoot representative near you. It might just make your day.
[T R K O N ’fM b N fH T R i / i !  j
j For a limited time, you can try Text Messaging for one month absolutely free with 
| no obligation. Just dip this coupon and head for a Blackfoot representative near you. j
fc —— — — —— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —— — — — —— — — — —— — — — —— — — — — —— — — — J
BlackfootI Communications
The more you hear, the better we sound.
Missoula 541-5000, 2230 N. Reserve S t, M-F 9 a.m.—€  p.m.. Sat 10 a.m.—6 p.m.
Hamilton 541-5065, 305 South First S t, M-F 10 a.m.—6 p.m.
A  tradition  o f hand-crafting the fined t  log homed and lodged”
“ VVe use o n lu  th e  
m os t e c o lo g ic a lly  
s o u n d  p ra c tic e s  o y  
h a nd  s e le c tin g  lo g s  
fro m  d e a d  s ta n d s .”





Prepay y ou r child’s college -education today 
at a fraction of tom orrow ’s prices.
T he M o n tan a  Fam ily E ducation  Savings P rogram  
is a  new, sta te-sponsored  section 529 plan  th a t 
m akes it easier th an  ever to  save for college. 
D eposits a re  gu a ran teed  to  m eet fu tu re  college 
costs. A nd th ere  a re  a  w ealth  o f federal and  sta te  
tax  benefits. M o n tan a  residen ts can  d ed u c t from  
state  incom e taxes u p  to  $3,000 p e r  y e a r  on p ro ­
gram  contribu tions.
C heck ou t these unbeatab le  features:
•  G uaran teed  to  m eet fu tu re  tu ition, fees, room  
and  b oard  no m atte r how  high costs climb.
•  P rincipal and  in terest a re  backed  by th e  full faith 
and  cred it o f the U .S . governm en t u p  to  $100,000 
p e r depositor.
•  Paren ts can re ta in  contro l o f the assets and  ob tain  
favorable financial aid  treatm ent.
•  E arn ings grow  tax-free. U pon d is tribu tion  for 
college, the earn ings a re  taxed  a t the ch ild ’s low er
ate.
Special gift and  estate  tax  benefits m ake the 
p rogram  attrac tive  to  g randparen ts , too.
A ny fam ily in the U .S. m ay partic ipa te  regard less 
o f incom e.
'M k
M O N T A N A
FAMILY EDUCATION SAVINGS PROGRAM 
Call toll-free for an information kit:
U se a t an y  eligible college, university, p rop rie ta ry  
o r vocational school w orldw ide.
S ta r t w ith  ju s t $250. O r  set up d irec t deposits for 
as little as $50 p e r pay period o r $ 100 p e r m onth 
from  you r financial institu tion . D o it today!
©  2000 Collage Savings Bank, member FDIC. All rights reserved. College Savings Bank is program manager and account depository for the Montana Family Education Savings Program. Mailing address: PO Box 1732, 
Helena. Montana 59624. CollegeSure* CD is a  unique investment product the creation and origination of which is covered by one or more patents owned by College Savings Bank. The CollegeSure CD is indexed to 
a measure of tuition, fees, room and board at independent colleges and universities. Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. Not insured by the state of Montana. Neither the principal invested nor the investment 
return is guaranteed by the state of Montana. Read the Offering Circular carefully before you invest or send money. #10898-0300
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